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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background of the Study
Energy conditions affect all aspects of American life—our
economic, social, and cultural lives, as well as our political
lives. No aspect of our society is immune from the influence of
energy. The existence and growth of society is dependent upon the
acquisition of energy from the environment.
The major source of energy utilized by American society is in
the form of fossil fuels—oil, coal, and natural gas. Fossil fuels
have allowed America to develop its industrial and technological
capabilities.
The once plentiful fossil fuels upon which mankind has relied
so heavily have been diminished. Thus, the world's shortage of.
these fuels has precipitated the energy crisis. The need and
demand for energy significantly exceeds the amount of available
energy. The recent creation of the Federal Energy Administration
which is charged with planning in the energy area is one of society's
latest attempts to deal with the energy shortage.
Today, it is evident that energy from fossil fuels will be
available for only a limited period of time. Alternative sources
of energy must be found to supplement the deficit in the supply of
fossil fuels. Even an effective conservation program coupled with
increased domestic production and foreign imports of fossil fuels
cannot reverse the energy shortage in the United States. As an
alternative energy source, solar energy is now gaining eminence.
. • , . • . 2
Only a few years ago, the public regarded the development of
solar energy on a significant scale as remote. Very few people
ranked solar energy with nuclear power as a future alternative to
oil. However, the situation has changed drastically during the
last decade.
Solar-energy technology is available today for heating and
cooling applications. Its rapid adoption by the housing industry
could serve as the necessary impetus for the widespread use of
solar-energy technology and help to reduce the strain of the energy
crunch.
Statement of the Problem
Vigorous efforts to develop alternative energy technologies
are necessary in view of the rapidly expanding energy needs of the
United States. Solar energy is one untapped source for heating
and cooling buildings. The rate of its diffusion into the housing
industry is a major problem in the use of solar energy. This study
is concerned with the factors influencing the adoption of solar
heating and cooling technology in the New Mexican housing industry.
In addition, the study probes the factors which may impede the
acceptance and diffusion of solar heating and cooling technology.
Objectives of the Study
The general objective of this project is to gather a data base
of information relating to the acceptability of solar-energy tech-
nology in the New Mexican housing industry. More specifically, the
study seeks (1) to describe the factors which influence the adoption
of solar-energy systems in the New Mexican housing industry; (2)
to determine the degree of acceptability of various solar factors
among New Mexican consumers, architects, contractors, financiers,
energy suppliers, and governmental officials; and (3) to acquaint New
Mexican consumers, architects, contractors, financiers, energy
suppliers, and governmental officials with the current attitudes
toward the acceptability of solar-energy factors in the New Mexican
housing industry.
Definitions and Assumptions
Solar-energy systems involve the use of solar energy for heating
and/or cooling buildings. Solar-energy systems may be broken into
two basic types: active and passive. An active solar-energy system
is one which depends upon mechanical equipment for the gathering,
storing, and transporting of energy. A typical active solar system
involves a flat-plate collector to gather the heat, a rock or liquid
tank storage area, and a ductwork or pipe system for distributing
the heat. A passive solar-energy system is one in.which the building's
structure is designed to absorb the sun's rays by using dense -
materials such as adobe, brick, tile, and rock. When temperatures
drop, the storage material radiates the heat and warms the structure
without mechanical contrivances.
An acceptance factor indicates conditions which are perceived
to be favorable to the use of, solar-energy systems. A neutral
factor indicates conditions which are perceived to be neither fav-
orable nor unfavorable to the use of solar-energy systems. A
rejection factor indicates conditions which are perceived to be
unfavorable to the use of solar-energy systems by at least one of
the key groups. In the context of this report, the term accept-
ability may have a positive, negative, or neutral connotation.
The term diffusion refers to the degree of acceptance and
incorporation of solar-energy systems into the housing industry.
The building industry refers to the construction of all types
of structures. The housing industry, a facet of the building
industry, is involved with constructing only residences. Typical
types of residences are single-family and multifamily dwellings.
Limitations of the Study
This study is limited to an examination of the acceptability
of solar heating and cooling systems in the New Mexican housing
industry. Hence, the results of the study will be applicable only
to the housing industry of New Mexico. The findings should not
be used to make generalizations about groups other than those
investigated. Other limitations of this study include limitations
of the sampling, procedures, limitations of the interview procedures,
and limitations of the questionnaire procedures.
Consumers for this study were selected from telephone
directory listings. Telephone listings may have a slight middle
or upper class bias which might influence the findings. In addi-
tion, telephone listings are not available for those with unlisted
numbers and for those who have recently received telephone service.
Representatives of each pf the groups under investigation
were interviewed. Because the interview approach was nontradi-
tional and the respondents were asked to place items on a matrix,
some respondents might have given uncharacteristic responses. In
addition, the interview situation required that the interviewer
record the comments of the respondent. Unwarranted impressions
and interpretations may have resulted during this process.
The questionnaire procedures may have resulted in the collec-
tion of unsatisfactory data. Although the questions were care-
fully analyzed and critiqued after the interviews, they still may
not have been adequately constructed. All respondents may not
have interpreted each item in the same framework.
New and un.usual techniques used in the research design may
have inherent weaknesses which have not yet been revealed.
CHAPTER II
'. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Old Southwest Practice: Capturing Heat from the Sun
Solar energy usage has a long history in New Mexico. Centuries
ago, early and yet surprisingly sophisticated cultures in certain
respects made practical use of the sun's rays. The settlers of the
Anasazi culture at Pueblo Bonito in Chaco Canyon developed apart-
ment-like structures which were warmed largely by heat radiating
from the massive sun-warmed walls of stone and adobe. Since Muench
and Pike (9:139) have suggested that only "a few coals were needed
to keep off the chill," it seems reasonable to assume that the
primitive, passive solar, heating systems of Chaco Canyon worked
rather well.
In fact, the basic principle of using a dense mass to absorb
and to radiate the sun's energy has remained in use for more than
a thousand years. Contemporary New Mexicans, following the tradi-
tion of the Anasazi culture, have continued to use stone and adobe
to combat the scorching heat of the New Mexican day and the freez-
ing cold of the New Mexican night.
New Mexico Pioneers the Way '
By 1950, creative New Mexicans such as Peter Van Dresser
began to incorporate solar heating into New Mexican houses. Other
New Mexicans have followed Van Dresser's lead until about 50 oper-
ating solar structures--many in private homes—exist in New Mexico
(see Appendix A: Inventory of State of New Mexico Solar Heated
and/or Cooled Houses).
TNew Mexico offers a wealth of solar facilities and expertise,
probably unrivaled by that of any other state. In 1976, New Mexico
will boast two of the largest solar heated and cooled buildings:
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory's National Security and Resources
Study Center in Los Alamos and New Mexico State University's Agri-
culture Building in Las Cruces. Casa del Sol, a three-bedroom
experimental house featuring solar heating and cooling as well as
a solar hot-water system, will provide Las Cruces researchers with
a closely monitored source of data about the operation of a solar
house.
Although research continues into the refinement of solar
heating and/or cooling technology, are New Mexicans ready to accept
solar heating and/or cooling systems in their homes? What factors
will influence the acceptance or rejection of solar heating and/or
cooling systems in New Mexican housing industry?
The Multidimensional Construct of Solar System Acceptability
The answers to the above questions are not to be found easily.
They are intertwined in a multidimensional construct that involves
many diverse factors which cannot be clearly delineated. Among
the interacting factors are technology-related'considerations,
economic-related considerations, and culture-related considerations
Restraints of Building and Safety Codes
The housing industry is constrained by numerous building and
safety codes. McCue and Ewald (7:178) reported that more than
4,000 code-making agencies were uncovered by the Douglas Commission
during its survey of local governmental units serving population,
centers in excess of 5,000 persons. While the TRW Systems Group
8(15:7-55) indicated that there are four basic model building codes
which have been accepted in various sections of the country, nu-
merous modifications to the basic codes often have been made when
they were adopted. To compound the problem:
Codes related to building construction include building,
mechanical, plumbing/ electrical, life, safety, health,
housing, land use (zoning, subdivision), occupational,
health and safety, insurance, -and minimum property standards.
Many of the above have been combined into what is termed
a "building code." Often, administratively, the jurisdiction
of separate codes covering these various subjects is over-
lapping.
Furthermore, statewide codes and separate federal standards may
be imposed upon the construction industry.
'While much of Western Europe is under a federation of national
systems of testing and evaluating laboratories which reduce the
effects of local code variations, the United States struggles with
problems created by thousands of code-setting bodies. According
to Hirshberg and Schoen (3:7)," .. ". . often technological innova-
tions in the U.S. must be separately approved by each code-setting
body." The writers indicated that specification- rather than per-
formance-oriented codes tend to constrain the use of new techniques
by requiring the use of existing materials and methods rather than
new ones. Hirshberg and Schoen (3:8) concluded:
The successful builder i-s therefore usually reluctant to
try a new technological innovation that requires code mod-
ification. Given this serious constraint, to be successful
the technical design of a solar energy device should reflect
existing codes to the greatest extent possible. ... On the
other hand, if code approvals on modifications are require.d,
the associated costs may.be quite large compared to the bene-
fits which accrue due to the use of new technological inno-
vation.
The Final Task Report of the Federal Energy Administration
Project Independence Blueprint (5:11-60) has suggested that building
code barriers will be encountered because the codes were drafted
before solar technology rose to prominence and that the code modi-
fications necessary to incorporate solar technology "should not be
difficult to accomplish.':1
Hirshberg (4:10) has endorsed the policy option of developing
uniform building-code legislation and of establishing a group
which could examine the code and other related issues which deter
the use of solar energy.
Modification of Construction Techniques
Concern has been expressed by certain groups involved in the
housing industry about possible changes in construction techniques
in order to accommodate solar heating and cooling technologies.
The Westinghouse researchers (16) and Hirshberg (4) have indicated
that groups such as architects, builders, laborers, financiers,
and energy suppliers are concerned about the size, weight, and
space requirements of solar systems which could necessitate more
structural support and possibly the adoption of new building pro-
cedures. But, as University of Colorado researchers (14:129) aptly
state, "Building design innovations in single-family residences
traditionally have been characterized by slow adoption rates."
Aesthetic Considerations versus Solar Systems
As most would suspect, architects appear to be very much aware
of the need to merge solar technology and aesthetic considerations.
The architect housing committee polled by Westinghouse researchers
(16), assuming that costs of solar systems were comparable to those
of conventional systems, cited the aesthetics of solar systems as
the most important acceptance or rejection factor. The architec-
ture design committee questioned by the same researchers identified
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equipment space and aesthetics as the most important acceptance
or rejection factors. In general, the architects surveyed said
that the most aesthetically acceptable collector sites for both
single and multifamily dwellings were off-site central locations
and those integrated as part of the roof. Collectors located on
garages and carports received high ratings in the case of single-
family dwellings. As an additional bonus, these locations were
thought by the architects to rate high in terms of technical feasi-
bility. The researchers (16:4-36) arrived at these conclusions:
Other modifications to the building design, such as unconven- •
tional floor plans, unconventional roof designs, smaller win-
dows, and increased structural support of roof, were also
found to be acceptable by architects and were not found to
be highly objectionable by builders.
Builders, too, were found by Westinghouse researchers (16)
to rank aesthetics as an important acceptance or rejection factor
and to favor solar systems integrated as part of the roof. Several
of the respondents objected to the amount and to the physical
appearance of the collector surface required for residential buildings,
The pollsters (16:4-30) surmised that "emphasis be placed on design-
ing smaller, less conspicuous collectors." In addition, builders
were found to be concerned with integrating the house into its phys-
ical surroundings in subdivisions and yet maintaining large southern
exposures.
The same researchers found both financiers and energy suppliers
to be concerned about the bulk and size of solar-system equipment.
Surprisingly, the pollsters (16:4-31) found appearance, after cost,
to be the greatest concern among energy suppliers; "many felt that
collectors were too big, too heavy, and too ugly." The location of
large heat-storage tanks was also viewed by some as a problem area.
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Consumer acceptance of the solar-energy systems was found by
the TRW Research Group (15:8-8) to depend to a large degree on how
successfully solar components could be integrated into the overall
architectural solution.
Though this presents significant design challenges, there
appear to be no insurmountable constraints, and (this)
represents rather unique opportunities for creative solu-
tions.
Long-term Dependability of Solar Systems
Perhaps the NSF/NASA Solar Energy Panel (10:14) best summarized
the debate concerning the long-term dependability of solar systems:
" . . . long-term experience with solar heating systems is limited."
Westinghouse researchers (16) found that energy suppliers
listed the lack of dependability of solar systems during extended
periods of bad weather as the most frequent reason for rejecting
them. When interviewing builders, the researchers found the reli-
ability of solar systems as a recurring acceptance/rejection factor.
While the investigators speculated that builders would prefer a
separate collector-unit location, this expection was not confirmed.
The builders projected that the proven longevity of solar systems
would influence mortgage lenders' decisions, and financiers indi-
cated that the most influential favorable factors after the fuel
cost savings are high reliability and warranty/manufacturer's
reputation. University of Colorado researchers (14) also found a
particular concern among financiers about the reliability of solar
systems. The TRW Systems Group (15:7-57) summarized the probable
acceptance by the financial community this way:
Our discussions with lenders have not identified any long-
range major obstacles to overcome, pending the require-
ment for an established solar industry which is producing
reliable products.
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The Interagency Task Force on Solar Energy (5) has suggested
that additional research and development be directed in such areas
as improved component efficiencies and lifetimes and durability of
materials.
Warranty Specifications for Solar Systems
The rise in consumerism may create near-term obstacles for the
acceptance of solar-energy systems in the building industry according
to the TRW Systems Group (15:7-49).
Legislation may be forthcoming which will require builders
to warrant their homes' for up to three years after occu-
pancy. Until a strong SES industry develops and demon-
strates that its products are reliable, most builders
will not be willing to risk the potential financial ex-
posure resulting from the failure of an unproven product
and industry. Futhermore, most builders are highly resist-
tant to innovative technology.
Westinghouse researchers (16:4-13) found that 44 percent of
the builders polled indicated five years as the minimum acceptable
warranty period; another 30 percent cited ten years as the minimum
acceptable warranty period. The pollsters (16:4-9) found that 57
percent of the energy suppliers indicated that a five-year warranty
period would be the minimum acceptable one, while another 35 per-
cent favored a ten-year period. Interestingly enough, the research-
ers (16:4-29) found that a five-year warranty period \vas: acceptable
to most potential customers. Westinghouse researchers (16:4-26)
summarized the feelings of financiers about the importance of solar
.system warranties this way: " . . . the respondents considered
high reliability and warranty/manufacturer's reputations as the
most important after fuel cost savings."
Repair and Maintenance Specifications for Solar Systems
Repair is generally differentiated from maintenance in that
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the former is done on an emergency basis when the system is
inoperable while the latter is done on a periodic basis to keep the
system operable. While writers such as the Interagency Task Force
on Solar Energy (5), University of Colorado researchers (14), and
the TRW Systems Group (15) have addressed themselves to repair
and maintenance concerns, the Westinghouse study (16) provides the
most detailed information about repair and maintenance.
From energy suppliers, the Westinghouse researchers (16:4-8—
4-9) found that the possibility of frequent maintenance and repair
was the third most frequently cited rejection factor. The respon-
dents indicated the following maximum acceptable rates of repair:
12 percent, once every six months; 36 percent, once a year; 31
percent, once every two years; 23 percent, less than every two
years. They also indicated the following maximum acceptable rates
of maintenance: 4 percent, monthly; 36 percent, every six months;
50 percent, yearly; 10 percent, every 18 months.
Survey results indicate that a solar heating and cooling
system can require more frequent maintenance than con-
ventional systems and still be acceptable, although main-
tenance which is more frequent than once yearly would be
considered unacceptable by more than half of the respon-
dents.
Builders, according to Westinghouse researchers (16:4-12—4-13)
indicated that maintenance and service were important factors influ
encing the acceptance or rejection of solar systems. Builders
indicated the following maximum acceptable rates of repair: 16 .
percent, monthly; 32 percent, every six months; 32 percent, yearly;
21 percent, every 18 months. They also indicated the following
maximum acceptable rates of maintenance: 3 percent, monthly; 9
percent, every six months; 63.percent, yearly; 25 percent, every
18 months. A number of builders expressed concern over the price
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of maintaining a system which employs so many diverse technologies.
The architect housing committee surveyed by Westinghouse
researchers (16:4-18W-4-20) indicated that ease of maintenance as
well as the availability of maintenance, servicing, and parts were
their second and third most important factors influencing the accep-
tance or rejection of solar systems. The architect housing committee
indicated the following maximum acceptable rates of maintenance:
5 percent, weekly; 50 percent, monthly; 40 percent, every six months;
5 percent, yearly. The researchers (16:4-22) found these opposing
ideas about the maximum acceptable rates of maintenance from the
architect design committee: 21 percent, weekly; 16 percent, monthly;
53 percent, every six months; 6 percent, yearly; 6 percent, every
18 months.
A distinct majority of financiers—82 percent—were found by
Westinghouse researchers (16:4-25) to regard the possibility of
high maintenance costs as a distinctly unfavorable influence on
financing decisions.
Westinghouse researchers (16:4-28) found that the following
were the maximum acceptable rates of repair according to potential
customers: 1 percent, every three months; 6 percent, every six
months; 25 percent, yearly; 42 percent, every two years; 24 percent,
less than every two years.
An acceptable minimum length of time between installation
and first breakdown of a system was given as one year by
6 percent of the respondents, two years by 12 percent,
five years by 44 percent, ten years by 21 percent, and
more than ten years by 16 percent.
Potential customers indicated the following maximum acceptable
rates of maintenance: 3 percent, weekly; 8 percent, monthly; 25
percent, every six months; 47 percent, yearly; 19 percent, every 18
15
months. To a typical consumer, an acceptable solar heating"
and cooling system would be one which required no more than bi-
annual repair and annual maintenance.
Availability of Trained Solar Technicians
Although writers such' as Hirshberg (4) and the TRW Systems
Group (15) mention the need for adequately trained solar techni-
cians to install and service solar equipment, the Westinghouse
researchers (16) have examined this topic in more detail. Represen-
tatives of labor indicated acceptance of relatively long training
programs--those up to one year in length were deemed to be accept-
able. On the other hand, energy suppliers indicated less accep-
tance by rating the increased need for more skilled labor as slightly
unacceptable. For repair and maintenance work, training periods
greater than six months were viewed as distinctly unacceptable,
while training periods of one month or less were viewed as accept-
able. Builders held similar views of the training periods for
those involved in the installation of solar heating and/or cooling
systems. The availability of maintenance, service, and parts—and,
hence, trained workers as well—was listed as the third most impor-
tant acceptance or rejection factor by the architect housing com-
mittee. Financiers were found to view the scarcity of qualified
installation and maintenance personnel as an unfavorable influence
which could affect the financing decision of solar houses.
.Temperature Variations in Solar Dwellings
The TRW Systems Group (15:8-8) reported:
Since energy requirements for different types of build-
ings will vary with different ambient climatic conditions
and the manner in which the shelter is used, solar energy
designs will require individual analysis.
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They (15:8-13) found that minor problems involving solar utili-
zation may include possible inefficiency in night heating or
heating during inclement weather and in requirements for slightly
lower ambient room temperatures. While Niles (11) documented that
a California house in a mild climatic zone with a specially designed
collector which also served as an energy dissipator kept condi-
tions inside the house within acceptable ranges throughout an
evaluation period of one year, others have not reported such suc-
cess. Santa Fe environmental architect David Wright (17) reported
that the temperature variations in his adobe house with its pas^-
sive solar system were beyond the toleration limits of most people
during the cold winter months unless a backup system was used.
The Interagency Task Force on Solar Energy (5:11-5) has
recommended the stabilization of interior.room termperatures
through careful building design.
The interior temperature of buildings can be stabilized
to a large degree without active heat transfer systems
by controlling the absorption and emission of radiation
to or from the exterior building surfaces as a function
of time and conditions. The stability of interior tem-
peratures can also be enhanced by appropriate.design of
the thermal capacity of various components in the build-
ing structure and by control of conduction and convection
losses from the building.
Backup Systems Required for Solar Installations
Perhaps the TRW Systems Group (15:8-9) best summarized the
need for conventional backup systems for solar installations.
It is important to realize that total reliance on solar
energy is practical for only a very limited number of
applications. In general, the role of solar energy,
particularly in the retrofit market, will be to reduce
the requirements for conventional fossil fuels and to
contribute toward a more economical use of limited
natural resources.
17
Westinghouse researchers (16:4-11) found the following statement
of a Midwest power company representative to be a typical concern
of energy suppliers:
For large systems, the utilities could not be expected
to stand by if the full load of the solar unit should
fail without compensation for this service. Such units
should have an on-site standby of some type.
Since the solar systems envisioned for the immediate future involve
some sort of conventional backup system, energy suppliers of
conventional sources will still have to maintain adequate sup-
plies to meet the sporadic needs of those with solar systems. The
researchers (16:4-32) also found that the general opinion among
energy suppliers was that they would have to adopt some kind of
minimum or demand rate for their customers if solar installations
became widespread.
The Critical Factor of Energy Consumption
Lundahl and Scott (6:1) succintly summarized the energy crunch:
"The need and demand for energy signficantly exceeds the amount of
energy available."
Much has been written about the magnitude of the energy problem,
and the statistics cited vary with the interpretations of the authors.
Hirshberg (4:ii) discussed the mismatch between the demand for
energy resources and the growth rate of domestic supplies by quoting
these statistics: "In the decade preceeding the oil embargo of
1973, domestic demand for energy resources grew at about 4.3% an-
nually while domestic supplies grew at 2.6%.':' Later in his paper,
he (4:13) estimated that about 25 percent of the energy budget of
the United States goes into the heating and cooling of buildings.
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Hirshberg and Schoen (3:1-2) cited the following statistics:
Small-scale residential solar energy devices can provide
a potentially significant method for reducing a portion
of the mismatch between supply and demand. Residential
energy uses currently account for about 22 percent of
the total U. S. energy consumption; about 83 percent of
this is used for space heating, water heating, and space
cooling. While the technology to provide for these three
uses with solar sources is either feasible or nearly so,
because there are 75,000,000 dwelling units, the energy
savings from residential applications will be realized
if, and only if, they are accepted and diffused by the
housing industry on a wide scale and at a rapid rate.
The NSF/NASA Solar Energy Panel (10:18) provided a glowing
endorsement of the use of solar applications for residential
heating and cooling:
.There is no doubt that among all the possible uses for
solar energy, residential heating and cooling has the
highest probability of success. There are the least
uncertainties both in the technology and the economics
of these domestic applications. There is, moreover, a
very high benefit/cost ratio in that the total funds
needed for the development of a viable enterprise will
be only a small fraction of the annual value of fuel
savings, or of equipment sales, or of some other mea-
sure of benefits to the economy.
A table constructed by members of the panel (10:10) indicated that
by the year 2020, solar thermal applications in buildings can have'
a major impact on the building industry and a minor impact on the
total energy consumption.
San Martin (12:4), a well-known New Mexican solar researcher,
presented an even brighter picture of the role solar energy may
play by the year 2020.
One projection by a panel of experts indicates that by
the year 2020, with a .concentrated research effort,
solar energy could provide up to 35% of the nation's
heating and cooling demands; up to 20% of the total
electric power generated in the United States; and a
significant percentage of the fuel required in this
nation. It is highly probable that solar energy will
never satisfy the total energy demands of this nation
or world. But it is one of our alternatives which can
provide a significant percentage of our energy needs.
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San Martin's view is eclipsed by that of Schoen, Hirshberg,
and Winegart (13:3), who have written:
In many parts of the country, solar technologies, if made
commercially available, could supply over seventy percent
of the electrical and thermal requirements for residential
buildings as well as for many types of commercial, institu-
tional, and industrial structures.
Writers such as Duffie and Beckman (2) and Hirshberg (4) have
lauded solar thermal applications for heating and cooling buildings.
The latter (4:ii) has written:
. . . solar energy is a renewable energy source. The
technology is either available now or requires relatively
short-term development, and solar energy possessess few,
if any, environmental hazards.
The NSF/NASA Solar Energy Panel (10:20) mentioned other advan-
tages of making the shift from scarce fossil fuels to plentiful
solar sources.
Some of the intangible benefits of this development will
be the alleviation of problems related to inadequate gas
supplies in some areas of the country, the reduction of
excessive and expensive electricity peak loads and asso-
ciated power system failures during very hot weather,
and the extension of oil and natural gas supplies further
into the future.
A more cautious view toward solar energy has been presented by
the Interagency Task Force on Solar Energy (5:11-7-11-8):
The principal strategic thrust of the present program is
to increase the number of available solar energy applica-
tions in order to reduce the consumption of large quanti-
ties of fossil-fuel resources and to conduct a thorough
assessment of their economic feasibility and potential
marketability.
Duffie and Beckman (2:149) perhaps best summarized the argu-
ment that increased usage of solar energy can alleviate part of the
energy crunch associated with the heating and cooling of buildings:
"Solar energy for buildings can, in the next decade, make a
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significant contribution to the national energy economy and to the
pocketbooks of many individual users."
Cost Considerations for Solar Systems
In America's housing industry, cost considerations are very
important. "New products require a high degree of cost-effectiveness
when substituted for existing products and systems," surmised the
Interagency Task Force on Solar Energy (5:11-60-11-61). In addi-
tion to all of the engineering issues, feasibility must be convincingly
demonstrated. Hirshberg and Schoen (3:3-4) have written:
. . . Such demonstrations must be of sufficient scale
and operated under "normal" industry conditions so that
they are perceived by industry members as demonstrations
under "real" conditions. ... To demonstrate economic
feasibility, analyses must be performed that are both
relevant to the normal economic concerns of the industry
and include considerations of all cost factors. . . . The
economic questions are complex and the relevant economic
tradeoffs are perceived differently by industry members.
The many conflicting statements about the economic acceptability
of solar-energy systems substantiate Hirshberg and Schoen's state-
ment that "The economic questions are complex and the relevant
economic tradeoffs are perceived differently by industry members."
Duffie and Beckman (2:143) have written:
The basic problem with solar heating and cooling has been
that the energy could not, except in special cases, be
delivered at cost competitive with cost of energy from
other sources. This situation is rapidly changing, and
interest in solar energy is increasing almost daily as
fuel costs rise. In areas where new natural gas connec-
tions are no longer available, where oil is not distri-
buted, and where electrical resistance heating is the only
alternative among conventional sources, solar heating is
economically attractive.
Other writers have indicated that solar applications are economically
feasible on a limited basis. The Interagency Task Force on.Solar
Energy (5:11-7) has written:
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A limited number of solar-heating .applications are now
economically feasible and competing successfully on the
open market. Solar heaters for domestic hot water have
been sold in varying quantities for some years and are
now receiving commercial attention. In addition, swim-
ming pool heaters and solar operated potable water distil-
lation units for household use are being sold.
San Martin (12:3) has listed several of the same devices as being
economically feasible and 'adds: "In some parts of our country it
is projected that solar home heating is currently competitive with
electric home heating."
The NSF/NASA Solar Energy Panel (10:18) has suggested that
cost differentials between conventional and solar systems may be
disappearing.
The difference in the cost of heating supplied by solar
collectors relative to conventional sources is disappearing
and no longer appears to be a major problem. Marketing
may, however, require innovative concepts for general
acceptance by builders and home owners.
Several writers have indicated that solar systems are generally
competitive with conventional .systems. Hirshberg (4:1) has written:
Recent analysis sponsored by the National Science Founda-
tion . . . and others, indicate that solar heating and
cooling systems for residential buildings are nearly
economically competitive with fossil fuel and electric
systems.
The NSF/NASA Solar Energy Panel (10:16) has reiterated this point:
Subsequent economic studies have shown that in a wide
variety of U.S. climates, solar heating is less expen-
sive than electric heati'ng, and in a .few locations,
it is nearly competitive with gas or oil heating.
Schoen, Hirshberg, and Weingart (13:2) have taken a slightly more
cautious viewpoint:
<
Although such systems will almost invariably raise the
first cost of a heating/cooling system, the use of solar
energy to provide space heating, water heating and cooling
is competitive on a life-cycle cost basis with all electric
systems; at 1973 electricity price levels of $.05 per kilo-
watt hour (kwh) no such competitive advantage will be .
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possible with natural gas until gas prices rise
dramatically (which is expected to occur before 1985).
Writers such as the Interagency Task Force on Solar Energy (5),
the TRW Systems Group (15), University of Pennsylvania researchers
(1), and Hirshberg (4:4) believe that "builders attempt to keep
the first cost of their project low even if this means using a
lower life-cycle cost building component." The TRW Systems Group
(15:7-50) adds more details:
<
. . . the availability of some form of SES may be valuable
to builders as a promotional gimmick which will attract
potential customers. However, if the cost of a solar
system exceeds that of a conventional system past perfor-
mance indicates that the more expensive alternate will
be offered only as an option unless there are strong
incentives provided to consider operating costs . . .
The speculative builder who constructs buildings for sale
rather than personal ownership will have little stimu-
lation to utilize solar components unless he can sub-
stantiate a higher loan and sales value for his building
which will more than offset his initial cost, and if he
can demonstrate a high return on the investment for the
solar equipment.
Stronger opportunities for the application of solar-energy systems
may be found with the builder who constructs for personal owner-
ship or -for condominium ownership. The TRW Systems Group (15:7-51)
has indicated that they
. . . will be less first-cost sensitive, will be more
concerned with system quality and performance, and will
give more consideration to life-cycle costing requirements.
Thus, this market will provide stronger opportunities for
application of SES.
Initial costs for solar systems are higher than those for con-
ventional systems. Writers such as the University of Pennsylvania
researchers (1), Hirshberg and Schoen (3), and Duffie and Beckman
(2:149) have confirmed this.
Solar energy processes are generally capital-intensive;
large investments are made in equipment to save operating
costs (that is, fuel purchases). The essential economic
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problem is balancing annual cost of the extra invest-
ment (interest and principle, based on reasonable esti-
mate of life-time) against annual fuel savings.
University of Colorado researchers (14:128) observed from their
study of lending institution attitudes that lenders " . . . need
to become cognizant of life-cycle costing concepts and be willing
to recognize trade-offs between first costs and operating costs.'!
They (14:147) did find, however, that 37 percent of the respondents
consider life-cycle costs when evaluating mortgage loan requests.
After probing the feelings of various segments related to the
housing industry, Westinghouse researchers (16:4-36) summarized
their reactions to cost this way:
A major constraint placed upon the system is, of course,
cost. For retrofitting existing residences, the maximum
acceptable, assuming a 50 percent reduction in fuel costs,
is $2,500. If fuel cost can be cut by 80 percent, the
maximum cost acceptable rises to $5,000. In incorporating
solar heating systems in newly constructed residences,,
costs of up to $5,000 were rated as acceptable, regard-
less of fuel savings. In no cases, however, are costs of
greater than $5,000 acceptable. In general, higher costs
were acceptable in new buildings as opposed to retro-
fitting of existing buildings, and higher costs were also
acceptable with increased fuel savings.
Financiers responding to a University of Colorado study (14)
indicated that a payback period of approximately eight years could
economically justify a solar energy installation in a single-
family residence. But the Phase 0 studies of Westinghouse (16)
and TRW (15) suggest that such a payback period is not currently
feasible.
The government-sponsored research and technology program is
designed to reduce the first cost of solar-energy systems and to
make them more competitive with conventional systems according to
the Interagency Task Force on Solar Energy (5:11-40).
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However, first cost higher than for conventional systems
will continue to constrain widespread adoption, since the
building community is extremely sensitive to first cost.
Tax relief, loan and interest incentives, and special
depreciation policies will probably be required to over-
come this constraint.
Availability of Solar Units
The demand for prefabricated solar units affects the avail-
ability of the units. The Interagency Task Force on Solar Energy
(5:11-16—11-17) explained the demand factor this way:
. . . when a solar system results in "small" savings,
there will be few solar devices installed. This will
be particularly so in the early years until performance
characteristics and reliability of solar devices have
been proven. On the other hand, the more money there is
to be saved, the more willing people are likely to be to
"take a chance" on solar systems.
According to the NSF/NASA Solar Energy Panel (10:18), the
principal factor limiting the adoption of solar systems is the lack
of well-engineered and economically manufactured and distributed
solar heat collectors; the writers continued: "The key problem is
the development, optimization, production design, and manufacture
of such units." Hirshberg (4) mentioned the assistance of mass
production in reducing collector costs. Duffie and Beckman (2)
added that flat-plate collectors are being manufactured on a small
but growing scale in the United States. They (2:149) anticipate an
increasing supply of solar collectors in the future: "Very large
aggregate enterprise in manufacture, sale, and installation of solar
energy equipment can result, which can involve a spectrum of large
and small businesses.
Tax Subsidies as Incentives for Solar Installations
Hirshberg (4:i) has built a strong case for having subsidies
or incentives to make solar systems more acceptable:
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It is difficult to believe that solar energy can easily
compete with an existing multi-billion dollar, highly sub-
sidized fossil fuel industry without subsidies or other
incentives of its own. The penetration rate and therefore
early impact of solar energy systems for buildings is
highly dependent upon policy actions which create incen-
tives for the early use of solar systems.
Other writers such as the Interagency Task Force on Solar Energy
(5), Duffie and Beckman (2), and the TRW Systems Group (15) have
discussed the matter of tax subsidies.
Duffie and Beckman (2:143) have written:
Government encouragement to invest in solar energy systems
in the form of tax write-offs or other inducements (as
are provided for investments by other energy producers)
could very rapidly change the competitive position of
solar energy in relation to conventional energy sources.
The TRW Systems Group (15:7-58) believes that with a combina-
tion of quantitative and qualitative incentives, government can
reduce the effects of the higher capital cost constraint, increase
the operating cost advantage, and minimize the negative influence
of institutional opposition to solar-energy systems.
Tax subsidies have many variants. Typical types of tax sub-
sidies mentioned by the above authors and to which frequent mention
is made in the literature are those reducing income, property, or
sales taxes up to a certain amount or percentage and those allowing
accelerated depreciation schedules for businesses. By passing such
tax subsidies, governmental bodies are saying that the use of solar-
energy systems is in the public interest and that those who choose
to use solar systems may be economically rewarded.
During the special legislative session of 1975, the New Mexico
legislature passed a bill giving New Mexicans a tax subsidy for the
installation of solar systems (see Appendix B: Senate Bill 1, 32nd
Legislature, Special Session, 1975 Laws, Chapter 12, Introduced by
Senator Fred A. Gross, Jr.).
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Guaranteed Mortgages as Incentives for Solar Installations
Low-interest loans, in addition to tax subsidies, have been
mentioned by writers such as the Interagency Task Force on Solar
Energy (5), the TRW Systems Group (15), and Hirshberg (4). The
latter (4:8) has written:
The lack of availability of loan money for solar energy
systems either for home improvement loans or for new
buildings is a potentially large barrier which low
interest loans will help to eliminate.
He (4:20) later concludes that low-interest loans may provide
nearly as effective an incentive as direct tax credits and may be
more politically acceptable.
The TRW Systems Group (15:7-62) has indicated that the quali-
tative incentives of increasing the availability of mortgage money
and of guaranteeing and insuring loans for solar energy systems
will stimulate market demands. They (15:7-60) point out both the
advantages and disadvantages of low-interest loans:
. . . another politically feasible'incentive method would
be low-interest Federal financing for the SES portion of
the total mortgage. Since the Government can borrow at
lower interest rates than banks can (generally 2-3% below
the prime rate), this method may be favored by the Govern-
ment. Results reflected in capture potential would be
relatively the same as with the tax credit . . . National
benefits would also be the same as the tax credit case,
but total cost to the Government would be less, since
Government essentially would be offering loans at their
borrowing rate. However-, from an organizational stand-
point, the low-interest loan program would be more diffi-
cult to administer and to terminate since the Government
would be committed to 25-year mortgages. Administrative
problems also may occur when the original homeowner sells
his home.
Hookup Charges for Backup Systems
Discussions of hookup charges for solar energy backup systems
are not frequently found in the literature. The Westinghouse
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researchers (16:4-32) have found that utility companies and fuel
suppliers believe that they would have to go to some kind of mini-
mum or demand rate fee schedule if solar heating and cooling units
come into widespread use.
The TRW Systems Group (15:8-16) has reported that many utilities
have special provisions for customers having generating equipment
of their own and wanting backup service.
These provisions compensate the utility for its capital
investment on a fixed-cost basis . . . plus fuel operating
costs for any energy used. This fairly allocates the cost
of providing backup power to those customers who desire
this capability. This same policy applied to solar systems
would likely make solar equipment operation very expen-
.sive. However, due to the energy storage units required
by solar systems, a new policy could be established. If
a storage system is capable of supplying the required
energy for roughly one day, then perhaps the auxiliary
power could be provided only at off-peak times. This
could even out the daily variation of demand, much like
electric space heating does, and could provide an incen-
tive for a utility to supply auxiliary power at a much
reduced rate compared with present standby power.
The rate structure for auxiliary power to solar
systems cannot be predicted accurately until operating
experience is obtained. During this initial period, there
will be few solar systems, and the effect on the utility
system will be small. The eventual rate will depend on
the operating characteristics of a particular utility.
If solar heating systems reduce the revenues of summer-
peaking utilities without reducing the power that must be
available to meet the peak air conditioning demands, the
solar systems have the effect of increasing the real costs
of electricity even though they are saving energy. How-
ever, if the utility is'winter-peaking, then the solar
equipment may actually reduce the cost of electricity.
Solar Energy: Panacea for the Energy Crisis
Experts agree that the energy crunch is upon us and that the
crisis is real. "Renewed interest in solar energy has been sparked
by energy and environmental problems," according to Schoen,
Hirshberg, and Weingart (13:2). The use of solar energy is viewed
by many as a way to reduce the impact of the energy shortage. This
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view is typified by the statement of the TRW Systems Group (15:8-9):
"In general, the role of solar energy . . . will be to reduce the
requirements for conventional fossil fuels and to contribute toward
a more economical use of limited natural resources." Through
emphasis of the energy shortage, society will switch to alternative
sources of energy such as solar power. In doing so, the TRW Systems
Group (15:8-13) believes that solar energy usage may enable the
public to maintain or expand its standard of living at a time when
the energy available from traditional sources is declining.
. . . there are insufficient amounts of fossil fuels to
adequately provide the necessary energy to support a
continuously increasing standard of.living. Furthermore,
it is politically inexpedient to import increasing quan-
tities of oil, and it is environmentally debatable to
place increasing dependence on nuclear energy. Thus,
solar energy can provide a means of alleviating the prob-
lems associated with decreased energy resource avail-
ability and increased energy demands arising from desires
at least to maintain, and preferably to advance, one's
living standards. .
Westinghouse researchers (16) found that while most energy
suppliers indicated that five years was not enough time for the
necessary technological advances to make solar-energy systems
implementable on a widespread basis, approximately half of the
builders and housing architects questioned saw solar energy as
an alternative energy source within five years. Energy suppliers
were found to be more pessimistic concerning a ten-year implemen-
tation period than were builders and architects. The researchers
(16:4-17—4-18) summarized the housing architects' viewpoints
about the time period necessary to develop solar systems as a
reasonable energy source and found these reasons for using solar
energy:
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When asked to support their answers, positive reason for
using solar energy included ideas that solar energy is a
reasonable, free source of energy, that solar energy is
needed to meet the fossil fuel shortage and to end U.S.
dependence on foreign energy sources, and that the needed
technology is presently available.
Outmoded: Traditional Systems for Heating and Cooling
Although implicit in the literature, it is extremely difficult
to find statements directly documenting that because of the energy
crisis and because of the rise of solar systems, traditional
heating and cooling systems are outmoded. University of Pennsyl-
vania researchers (1:7-10) found that after the energy shortage
became widespread, there were significant shifts in the attitudes
toward solar heating: "The 'show-me1 posture has been replaced by
an active interest and a desire to use novel, unconventional energy
sources." Whether or not this is a lasting trend, remains to be
seen.
Unknown Social Acceptability of Solar Systems
Very little is known about the social acceptability of solar
heating and cooling systems from the viewpoint of the sociologist.
But Miller and Duffie (8:2) have provided some insight into the
social sphere.
In the social sphere (no't independent of the economic),
the reactions of individual people to an innovation will
depend on several factors: a) The solar energy innovation,
if it little affects or is perceived to favorably affect
personal habits of individuals, can be more readily
accepted than if substantial changes are implied. The more
radical the innovation, the more important will be the
educational program necessary to interest people in
considering its adoption. b) Innovations can affect inter-
personal relationships and dependencies. The perception
of these implications can be critical to adoption.
In the political sphere (again not independent of the
others), the possibilities of successful solar energy
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innovation in energy supply will be linked to the wishes
of those with authority and influence, and what they want
to accomplish. This may be local economic improvement,
broad-scale changes in dependence on other energy sources,
or conceivably, no change at all.
These various kinds of factors can be viewed as "forces."
Socio-economic change brought about by a technological
innovation can be thought of as resulting from the bal-
ance of these forces .on the social entity (e.g., family,
community) involved. The analogy is with a force bal-
ance on a physical object which results in acceleration.
The NSF/NASA Solar Energy Panel (10:11) has offered this state-
ment about sociological research in the solar energy area.
Research on the social conditions which foster solar energy
technology protects against the truncating of a techno-
logical policy by the social responses it engenders.
Analysis of social problems accompanying solar energy tech-
nology development requires a shift from the physical world
to the world of social activity. There is a need for more
social scientific work to define the social (including
economic, political, and cultural) problems presented by
solar energy utilization. The establishment of national
priorities for the use of solar among other energy forms
should recognize the social impacts of the utilization
of each energy form.
Environmental Acceptability of Solar Systems
Numerous writers have dealt with the environmental concerns
involving traditional and solar energy systems. Authors such as
the Westinghouse researchers (16), Miller and Duffie (8), Duffie
and Beckman (2), Hirshberg (4), Lundahl and Scott (6), and others
have indicated that solar heating and cooling systems are much more
environmentally acceptable than traditional fossil-fuel systems.
One of the more detailed discussions of the environmental effects
on solar-energy systems is that of the NSF/NASA Solar Energy Panel
(10:9,11).
Solar energy utilization on a large scale could have a
minimal impact on the environment if properly planned.
It is important, therefore, that a policy of research
and review for environmental effects be made an integral
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part of the R&D process. . . . The most environmentally
benign solar energy systems might be those of small scale
that would fit into space already occupied by buildings.
When considering large land based systems, great care must
be taken to 'find suitable areas that would not be of
unique ecological or recreational importance or cause
serious alterations in local climate or weather.
More Information Needed About Solar Systems
Many writers on solar energy topics have suggested that addi-
tional research and information is needed. The NSF/NASA Solar
Energy Panel (10:16) has stated this need succintly: "Further
R&D is needed to reduce costs and develop better systems." More
specifically, they (10:18) have written:
Support is needed for engineering development and design
studies, testing and improving well conceived systems,
optimization studies, and production engineering design,
followed finally by full demonstrations and trial public
use.
The Interagency Task Force on Solar Energy (5:11-8) has noted that
The solar heating and cooling of buildings presents a
relatively low-risk, high payoff R&D area because there
is no requirement for major technological breakthroughs.
It is high-payoff because the amount of energy used for
this application is a very large part of the national use
of energy and thus presents an attractive pay-back picture.
In addition to the use of solar-energy data banks and clearing-
houses, Hirshberg (4) has recommended dissemination of data through
an intermediary so that technical information is translated into
forms that are understandable to builders and other potential users
The NSF/NASA Solar Energy Panel (10:8-9) made this signifi-
cant statement about the scope and magnitude of solar-energy
research and development.
On close examination, the possibilities for the economic
use of solar power, given reasonable R&D support, appear
much better than generally realized. In regard to the
level of R&D, if the nation is to obtain the maximum
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benefits for its energy R&D expenditures, then R&D
expenditures on various sources of energy and processes
should be carried to the point of equal marginal produc-
tivity of the incremental research dollar for each source
and process. On the basis of this, as well as other, e
criteria, it appears that an objective allocation of R&D
funds would call for substantially increased R&D support
for a number of solar energy opportunities.
Synopsis of the Literature Review
The factors influencing the acceptability of solar heating '
and cooling systems are intertwined in a multidimensional matrix
of technology-related considerations, economic-related considera-
tions, and culture-related considerations.
Among the factors creating obstacles for the rapid adoption
of solar systems are building codes and modifications of construc-
tion techniques which may necessitate changes in building codes.
Another prime concern of the groups involved in the housing
industry.is the -.integration of solar systems with aesthetic con-
siderations. Concern has also been expressed over the depend-
ability of solar systems and the necessity for adequate solar-system
warranties. Repair and maintenance as well as the availability of
adequately trained solar technicians are also important factors.
Excessive temperature variations in solar dwellings may be a problem
area that can be overcome by backup systems.
In the future, solar systems will be able to supply a large
portion of the energy that is needed for the heating and cooling of
dwellings. While the initial costs of solar systems may be higher
than those for conventional systems, the long-term costs of solar
systems will become significantly lower. As more solar units are
demanded and become available, prices for solar units will decrease.
Other incentives to increase solar-energy usage include tax sub-
sidies and guaranteed mortgages. However, this increased usage of
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solar systems places suppliers of traditional energy sources in
a predicament—how to charge for the conventional energy which is
needed to fire solar-energy backup systems.
Solar energy is a panacea for circumventing many of the effects
of the energy shortage. The shift toward solar energy may make
traditional heating and cooling systems outmoded. Although the
shift toward solar-energy systems continues, almost nothing is
known about the social acceptability of solar heating and cooling
systems from the viewpoint of the sociologist. While solar-energy
systems are viewed as being environmentally acceptable, more re-
search and development are needed in the solar-energy area, and
the findings need,to be widely disseminated to all potential users.
:
 CHAPTER III .
PROCEDURES
Background Enrichment Activities
Although already well versed on solar-energy matters, the
investigators undertook additional study to expand their broad-
based backgrounds. In addition to reading the materials that
appear in the select bibliography, many additional pertinent sources
were consulted. Members of the research team attended several .solar-
energy conferences and held numerous conversations with individuals
knowledgeable about solar-energy matters. Visits were made by all
three investigators to 15 solar sites, and an additional 10 sites
were visited by one or more individual members of the research team.
Development of Interview Procedures
Based upon the preliminary study, the investigators identified
the most influential factors affecting the diffusion of solar-energy
technology in the New Mexican housing industry. During the first
progress review by the NASA technical officials, these items were
discussed along with a number of questions which the research team
had identified. Much of the 'technical review centered around the
question of what would develop as a result of the project and how
the data could be analyzed. After much discussion, the researchers
decided to rely to a large degree on the responses from a highly
select group of people who would be interviewed using a modified
delphi technique. Those interviewed were asked to evaluate a series
of action statements not only in terms of their own personal
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perspectives but also from the statewide perspectives. The respond-
ents were queried closely regarding the information supporting
their reactions. The careful querying was thought to be necessary
since individual respondents or groups of respondents could share
the same viewpoint and yet have different conceptualizations. Thus,
it was considered desirable to find as many perspectives as pos-
sible since these perspectives would help to fill in the details of
the construct surrounding the acceptability of solar-energy technology.
i
Six groups were selected to be studied in depth because of
their impact on the New Mexican housing industry. The groups included
architects, consumers, contractors, energy suppliers, financiers,
and governmental officials. Five representatives from each of
these groups were interviewed in depth by two well-trained
interviewers.
Training of the Interviewers
Since the interview data were of such great importance, many
precautions were taken to insure that the data gathered were of the
highest quality. Two interviewers were selected for the project
after careful consideration. A one-day training session for the
research team and the interviewers was led by Ms. Ora Citron of the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, who had conducted
interviews of a similar nature during a geothermal project. The
training session culminated with practice interviews and critiques.
Following the training session, the interviewers pilot-tested the
interview procedures on two Western New Mexico University faculty
members who were knowledgeable in solar-energy matters and were not
associated with the research project. The interviewers then met
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with the researchers for constructive criticism of their interview
techniques.
o»
Administration of the Interviews
Thirty potential interviewees were carefully selected by mutual
agreement of the researchers. Each of the interviewees was sent
an introductory letter which explained the study and asked for an
interview. A copy of the introductory letter is presented in
Appendix C. .-. A solar-energy scenario accompanied each letter to
assist the potential interviewee in synthesizing his viewpoint
toward solar-energy technology. Approximately one week later, a
telephone call was placed to each potential interviewee to determine
whether or not he would accept the interview.
Alternates were selected in the event that, the interview was
not accepted. Only two of the originally selected individuals were
unable to accept the interview. The governor had to.-cancel his
interview because of more pressing business, but he did provide an
assistant to be interviewed.
Each interviewer was provided with an interview guide which
standardized the procedures for the interviews. A copy of the inter-
view guide is included in Appendix D.~ After a brief explanation
of the research project and-its goals, the interviewer marked the
demographic items. Next, the interviewer presented and explained the
matrix board which was used to classify the action statements according
to the personal and statewide perspectives as interpreted by the
interviewee. After each action statement was placed on the matrix
board, the interviewer probed and recorded the respondent's reactions
and reasonings. After all items had been placed on the matrix board
and discussed by the respondent, he was asked for other possible
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action statements which might influence the acceptability of solar-
energy technology in the New Mexican housing industry and yet were
not included in the deck of action statements. After discussion of
these iitems, a summary discussion was conducted. Immediately after
the interview, the interviewer wrote a detailed report of each inter-
view.
On one occasion, it was necessary for an interviewer to sub-
stitute for the other interviewer. This was not desirable because
the second interviewer was related to the interviewee; but a care-
ful analysis of the interview responses indicated that no bias
was evident.
A critique was held at the conclusion of the 30 interviews to
evaluate the methods used in gathering the data, to ascertain
whether or not any biases existed, to elicit comments while the
interview experiences were still in the minds of the interviewers,
and to determine whether or not changes were needed in the action
statements before they were incorporated into the questionnaire
instruments.
Analysis of the Interview Data
The interview data collected by the interviewers were scruti-
nized thoroughly because of their importance in the study. Through
these data, the researchers hoped to develop insights into the multi-
dimensional construct surrounding the acceptability of solar-energy
technology. Therefore, each comment was carefully analyzed from
the standpoint of the nature of the item, the perspective of the
interviewee, and the deviation from the norms.
Responses were plotted on matrices with the individual per-
spectives forming horizontal rows and the statewide perspectives
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forming the vertical columns. Each interviewee was assigned a
code letter so that his responses could be easily traced through-
out the study. These 23 matrices are presented in Appendix E.
From the data, a summary statement was given in which those
factors having acceptance, neutral, and rejection influences over
the diffusion of solar technology in the New Mexican housing
industry were discussed.
Development of the Questionnaires
A questionnaire was developed for each of the selected key
groups to determine whether or not the interview responses of each
group were characteristic of the larger group from which they were
selected. The use of questionnaires allowed a much larger sample
size which aided the development of valid statistical analyses.
Thorough scrutiny indicated that many of the interview items
could be incorporated directly into the questionnaire instruments.
However, the interviewees did not differentiate between the concepts
of maintenance and repair; the researchers decided to combine both
into one item. The initial cost item and the long-term cost item
were combined into one cost item, following the advice of the inter-
viewers. The warranty item was clarified by indicating a five-year
time period, while the temperature variation item was clarified by
the inclusion of - 10 degrees. To simplify the questionnaire instru-
i
ments, the action statements were presented in the middle of the
page; the scale to the left of the action statements represented
the personal perspective while the scale to the right of the action-
statements represented the statewide perspective. A copy of each of the
questionnaire instruments is included in Appendix F.
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Selection of the Questionnaire Samples
Assuming a 30 percent questionnaire return rate, the research-
ers decided that contacting approximately 200 representatives of
each of the selected groups except consumers would yield about 60
samples. This number would be more than sufficient for valid sta-
tistical analyses on all questionnaires. The researchers decided
that approximately twice as many consumers as representatives of
other groups should be surveyed. In order to make the desired number
of contacts with each of the six groups, the following selection
procedures were used:
1. All licensed New Mexican architects were contacted.
2. Approximately 350 consumers were chosen by randomly
selecting a name of an individual from every fifth
white page of the 26 principal telephone directories
in New Mexico.
3. Every 27th name was selected from the list of licensed
New Mexican contractors.
4. All energy suppliers listed in the yellow pages of the
26 principal telephone directories of New Mexico were
selected.
5. A financial officer from every bank on the New Mexican
banking list was selected along with a financial officer
from every savings and loan institution appearing in
the yellow pages of the 26 principal telephone directories
of New Mexico.
6. All New Mexican state and national representatives and
senators, members of the New Mexico Supreme Court, members
of the General Construction Board, and councilmen from
the five largest New Mexican cities were selected to
represent governmental officials.
A stamped preference response card and a cover letter asking for coop-
eration were sent to each person on the sample lists. If the indi-
vidual made no indication of his willingness to cooperate, he was
/
sent follow-up letters at approximately two-week intervals until
he indicated a preference or until a large enough questionnaire
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return was obtained. A person was sent a cover letter, questionnaire
and a preaddressed and stamped envelope if he agreed to cooperate
in the study. The response card and cover letter, follow-up
letters, and cover letter for the questionnaire are included in
Appendix G. .
Analyses of the Interview Data
The questionnaire responses were computer analyzed in a number
of ways. A tabulation was made of the total responses and of the
key-group responses. Descriptive statistics, such as means, standard
deviations, variances, and percentage responses by categories were
calculated for each action statement.
Crosstabulations on each action statement were made for each
key group that responded to the item. The Chi-square values
computed from the crosstabulations when compared to the degrees of
freedom yielded a value of the significance between the key-group
means.
Cramer's V values were also calculated in order to further sub-
stantiate the relationship between key groups and action statements.
Since few, if any, respondents had rated items in the lower end of
the scale, a second computer run was made utilizing a collapsed
scale for the top three categories—neutral, important, very impor-
tant, and neutral, desirable, and very desirable—on each perspec-
tive. These values of significance and the Cramer's V values from
the collapsed scale were meaningful in the study.
An analysis of variance was made in which categorical responses
were treated as metric values. This analysis revealed the existence-
of differences in the perception of importance and desirability by
groups on the various action statements. Where significant differences
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were found to exist, a post-hoc test extended the basis for inference
by investigating all possible pairs of subsamples for each item.
Duncan's multiple-range test was used in developing a construct of
the various opinions regarding action statements which were dis-
played by each group.
Summary of the Procedures
After background enrichment activities, the investigators developed
the interview procedures for the study. The interviewers were
carefully trained prior to the administration of the interviews.
After the interviews were administered, the interview data were ana-
lyzed. Matrices were constructed to illustrate key-group response
patterns. From the data, a composite picture was constructed which
indicated those,factors having acceptance, neutral, and rejection
influence over the diffusion of solar technology in the New Mexican
housing industry. Next, mailed questionnaires were used to validate
the ratings from the interviews. The mailed questionnaire data were
computer tabulated and analyzed. Crosstabulations and Chi-square
values were calculated in order to determine relationships between
action statements and key-group perceptions of their importance or
desirability. Cramer's V values were also calculated to further
substantiate the significance- between key groups and action state-
ments. Analysis of variance was performed to determine the amount
of difference in the perception of importance and desirability by
key groups on the various action statements.
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSES OF THE INTERVIEW FINDINGS
Overview of Interview Analyses
Thirty interviews were held with members of the six key groups
utilizing a modified delphi technique. The interviews were very ,
productive and yielded 87 typed pages of comments.
In order to gain proper perspective in analyzing the comments,
the investigators duplicated and reassembled the comments using
three different methods. These methods involved grouping the
comments (1) according to the responses on each of the action state-
ments; (2) according to the value of statewide importance on each
action statement; and (3) according to the value of personal desir-
ability on each action statement. In addition to the above methods,
items were examined from the bases of key groups and substantial
variations between the statewide importance ratings and the personal
desirability ratings.
The comments associated with these arrangements were analyzed
to determine any relationships which might exist. The object of
these analyses was to find the reasons why respondents held such
/
views on a number of solar-related subjects. The statements were
grouped according to those with the highest and lowest arithmetic
means of statewide importance as well as those with the •
highest and lowest average values of personal desirability. A
grouping according to the composite scores for each item was also
made. A scattergram was devised to display this distribution.
Hence, those items which tended to have higher personal-desirability
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ratings rather than higher statewide-importance ratings and vice versa
are readily discernable. A listing was also made of those state-
ments which received a higher arithmetic-mean rating on the statewide-
importance scale rather than on the personal-desirability scale and
vice versa. .
The interview comments tended to fall into two categories:
(1) those that were not related specifically to solar heating and
cooling but, nevertheless, had influenced the interviewee's attitude
toward the action statements and (2) those that displayed an attitude
toward a specific aspect of the subject. The latter comments may
be further divided into two subgroups: those that influenced all
or most of the statements about solar heating and cooling and those
that influenced only one or a few of the statements about solar
heating and cooling.
NONSOLAR-RELATED ATTITUDES AMONG INTERVIEW RESPONDENTS.
Eight nonsolar-related attitudes were found among the interview
respondents. Each of these attitudes is discussed below.
Attitudes Toward the Pollution Problem
Interviewees tended to respond to the statement about placing
emphasis on the nonpolluting aspects of solar heating and cooling
according to how they viewed the pollution problem in New Mexico.
Those respondents who viewed this problem low in statewide importance
or personal desirability often commented that there is no pollution
problem in New Mexico. Some of those who ranked the item high on
the scales commented on the importance of reducing pollution. This
position is further exemplified by the fact that only one of the
four respondents who rated this item low was from Albuquerque, while
• , 44
of the six respondents who placed this item high, three were from
Albuquerque and one was from Farmington. These two cities are the
only ones in the state where a serious pollution problem is said
to exist.
Attitudes Toward the Believability of the Energy Shortage
A surprisingly large number of those interviewed made comments
which indicated that they were not sure if an energy, shortage existed.
Some respondents themselves believed that there was an energy
shortage, but they felt that other people did not believe that
there was an energy shortage or that the shortage was a serious one.
These .attitudes permeated the comments and influenced the placement
of the action statement in several instances. Thus, the attitudes
of an individual toward solar heating and cooling systems as a means
of saving energy are affected by his perspective toward an energy
shortage. Initial costs, payback period, and information on solar
energy were other items which were also affected by the individual's
attitude toward the energy shortage.
Energy suppliers, one group which is aware of the energy short-
age, often rated statements higher than other groups because of the
importance of relieving the energy shortage. However, an interesting
comment was made by an energy supplier: "There is no shortage of
electricity, only gas."
Attitudes Toward Governmental Regulation and/or Intervention
In several circumstances, the respondents indicated that the
action in question was inappropriate because they deplored addi-
tional governmental agencies, taxes, and control of their affairs.
/
An opposing group of interviewees felt that the government should
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intervene in order to stimulate the development and acceptance of
solar heating and cooling technology. Some of these respondents
specified that the state government should become more involved
in solar-energy matters.
The influence of the individual's attitude toward governmental
action was most evident in the comments regarding a governmental
subsidy for solar-energy units. Those who opposed governmental
influence rated this action low, whereas those who rated it high
tended to cite the need for additional governmental commitment
toward solar-energy technology. Other items where attitudes toward
governmental actions were displayed included: changing building
codes, mortgage loan guarantees, the long-term payback period
(interest rate guarantees and support), manpower training, and
dissemination of information. The item regarding the social accep-
tance of solar-energy technology by New Mexicans elicited several
comments to the effect that the state should show more interest in
this matter.
Financiers and energy suppliers displayed more opposition
toward governmental activity than other interview groups, while
consumers and governmental officials tended to favor more govern-
mental action.
Attitudes Toward Free Enterprise
Somewhat related to the previous attitude was the individual's
view of free enterprise. This attitude came into play on those
action statements which had financial implications. In general,
those who opposed governmental action were in favor of a free-
enterprise environment. Interview respondents felt that in such matters
as initial costs, payback period, mortgage loan guarantees, and
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availability of solar systems, commercial concerns should be allowed
to operate freely on the open market without interference, regula-
tion, or stimulation from the government or other outside sources
of influence.
These respondents often remarked that an investor was entitled
to a fair return on his investment. Thus, a utility was entitled
to higher hookup charges from those individuals using the utility
as a backup for solar heating and cooling systems rather than from
those individuals depending entirely on the utility for their
heating and cooling—since the same amount of equipment would be
required in each instance but the revenue derived from those with
solar-energy backup systems would be much smaller than that derived
from those using conventional heating and cooling systems.
Another viewpoint was that governmental assistance would tend
to weaken the development of solar-energy systems because it would
allow poorly conceived ideas and equipment to survive.
On the other hand, no interview respondent expressed an unfavor-
able attitude toward our economy and the free-enterprise system.
The nearest opinion opposing our free-enterprise system was that the
government should assure that smaller companies will be in a position
to compete with larger companies. Several interview respondents
indicated that the government should also assure that charlatans
and "fly-by-night" operators are controlled and that honest and
truthful information about solar-energy systems is given to the
public. Some individuals further expressed favor toward govern-
mental support for developing the solar-energy industry because the
government has been doing this for many years with other industries,
especially the petroleum industry and utilities—often by awarding
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monopolies. Some respondents felt that utilities should have to
endure the extra costs associated with solar-energy technology
because the utilities have a guaranteed profit, while there were
those who felt that such .actions as subsidies and equal hookup
charges would tend to penalize nonsolar users unfairly.
Attitudes Toward Cost Factors
Associated with the individual's view toward a free-enterprise
system and toward economic factors is his perception of future fuel
costs and interest rates. Respondents seemed to consider that fuel
costs would remain the same in the future as they presently are.
One interviewee implied that fuel costs might even go down in the
future. On the other hand, interview respondents generally assumed
that interest rates would remain high.
The influence of the latter factor was most apparent with regard
to the long-term payback period. Those individuals who did not
perceive any change in fuel costs and who expected high interest
rates to continue tended to be skeptical that the payback period of
solar-energy systems could be shortened.
One comment regarding initial costs was that higher initial
costs could be tolerated because fuel costs would be higher in the
future. The evaluation of a solar-energy backup system.also might
be influenced by the individual's perception of future fuel costs.
Attitudes Toward Resistance to Change
Resistance to change, although present, had much less influence
on the thinking of respondents than was expected by the investigators
No definite reason for this fact was advanced by the interview
respondents, but the:-investigators speculate that the need for
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alternative means of energy production has become so apparent that most
people realize that changes have to be made. Another possible
explanation is that people generally feel that they cannot be
against change. Evidence of this latter attitude could be exhibited
by those who decry the importance or desirability of an action for
somewhat illogical reasons. Little or none of this was displayed
by the interview respondents.
The investigators expected that an opposite attitude toward
change—an eagerness to embrace change or to be on the forefront
of development—would be shown by some respondents. This attitude
was expected to be demonstrated on the statement regarding pride
in ownership. However, no comments of this nature were made. The
most closely related comment was "everybody is proud of something
new"—not different or unusual. The investigators had become
aware of the pride in owning a solar-energy system during site visits
and discussions with owners of solar-energy systems, but perhaps
this pride is a feeling that an individual acquires after he has
the solar-energy system in operation.
Attitudes Toward Temperature Variations
Tolerance toward colder and/or warmer temperatures and/or wide
temperature variations influenced the responses given to the action
statement concerning temperature variations. Comments related to
temperatures were also made by interview respondents for the adtion state-
ments relating to backup systems and initial costs. Careful analysis
revealed that more important characteristics than temperature toler-
ance were evident. These characteristics have to do with the life-
style of an individual and his willingness to alter his lifestyle
to achieve other desirable objectives. Some respondents indicated
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that they could not be satisfied with any heating and/or cooling
system which does less than what conventional heating and/or cooling
systems do today. These persons indicated that they would rather make
sacrifices elsewhere. This feeling may also influence the individual's
assessment of the state of the art of solar-energy development.
Attitudes Toward Aesthetics
In addition to the physical comfort and well-being attitudes
previously discussed, there is an attitude toward the aesthetic
considerations of solar-energy systems. The investigators expected
that this feeling would be displayed on the statement regarding the
appearance of solar-energy systems. The interview data analysis
indicated that Santa Fe respondents, not necessarily architects,
were more concerned with the preservation of the distinctive archi-
tectural styles of New Mexican homes rather than with the creation
of a structure with a pleasing appearance. This attitude is in
accordance with the fact that Santa Fe has unusually rigorous design
constraints which require that all new buildings within the histori-
cal zones be built with one of two New Mexican architectural styles.
While some respondents felt that the present solar-energy systems
were pleasing in appearance already, others did not think this factor
was important so long as the heating and/or cooling system was
functionally effective. The -latter attitude was also displayed on
the action statement related to major modifications in house construc-
tion, and on the action statement related to building codes. One
respondent did not think that it was possible to modify an existing
structure without destroying its design; he contended that solar-
e'hergy systems should be designed only into new structures. Another
felt that building codes should not allow modifications which did
not make sense from an aesthetic viewpoint.
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Architects, by nature of their occupation, tended to be more
concerned with aesthetic appearance than the other groups.
SOLAR-RELATED ATTITUDES AMONG INTERVIEW RESPONDENTS
Solar-related attitudes among interview respondents tended to
be more specific than the honsolar attitudes previously discussed.
Therefore, comments about solar-related attitudes will be discussed
in relation to the action statements to which they apply.
Development of the Interview Matrices
As mentioned in the previous chapter, interviewees were asked
to place each action statement on a matrix board. In order to
get a composite view of the data, each subject was given a code
letter and this letter was placed in its appropriate place on a
matrix for that statement. Accordingly, 23 matrices were developed.
These matrices are presented in Appendix E.
These matrices enabled the investigators to do several addi-
tional analyses. For example, the comments were duplicated, cut
up, and rearranged so that all comments on an action statement were
placed together. By utilizing the matrices, the comments could be
placed according to order of importance or desirability from lowest
to highest.
*
Development of the Interview Scattergram
No special attempt was made by the interviewers .to discriminate
between those comments which pertained to statewide importance and
those comments which pertained to personal desirability. Therefore,
the investigators had to make this distinction whenever possible,
A comment which referred to how the respondent felt on the topic
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was deemed to be from the personal perspective, while a comment
which referred to people in general, the state, or to a general trend
was deemed to be from a statewide perspective.
Analyses were made from three perspectives: statewide, personal,
and composite. By means of the letter code, individual and group
responses could be readily identified. Comments were examined
according to significance levels, scattering or clustering of groups,
i
and comparative placement of statewide versus personal ratings
above or below the 45-degree line. Finally, arithmetic mean scores ,
for each action statement were computed according to statewide,
personal, and composite.ratings. For this computation, a five-
point scale was used: one point was given for the very unimportant
and .very undesirable ratings while five points was given for very
important and very desirable ratings. No comment responses were
eliminated from the calculation.
Interpretation of the Interview Scattergram
A scattergram, Figure 1, was constructed using the statewide
and personal composite arithmetic mean scores. Note that only
the three upper levels of values are presented because no item has
an arithmetic mean below the neutral level. As a matter of fact,
only five of the nine scattergram boxes contain arithmetic mean scores.
A line was drawn from Cartesian coordinates (2,2) through (3,3),
(4,4), and (5,5). This line represents the position of equal state-
wide importance and personal desirability. There were four items
with composite scores above this line and seventeen items with
composite scores below the line. Composite scores of two items
appeared on the line. An action statement whose score was above
the line was assessed more statewide importance than personal
52
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desirability, whereas an action statement below the line was assessed
more personal desirability than statewide importance. There were
more than four times as many scores below the 45-degree line than
above the line. Thus, respondents were more likely to give a
higher rating to an item from a personal perspective rather than
from a statewide perspective.
The four action statements given more statewide importance
than personal desirability were:
the. pot>*><ib<ii<ity o^ an e.ne.igy t>hon.taao. to At4.mu.tate. the.
Change, the. bu.j.£d<ing c.ode.6 to accommodate. &otati he.at^ing and/oi
coot-ing &yt>t(t.m& -in. home-6
a &u.nd to guarantee. mortgage. toant> ^on. houAe.* w-Ltk
&otafi he.ati.ng and/ on. coottng
Emphattze. that tiad-ittonal he.at4.ng and cooing Aybte.m* ana. outmoded
The first three items represent actions which are rather remote from
an individual. The fourth item received the lowest rating of
any of these four items. The respondents were probably trying to
say "I don't like this action at all, but maybe it would have some
importance to other people." It is also interesting that none of
these ratings fell into the highest level box for very important —
very desirable ratings.
Three of the five scattergram boxes contain items which had
been evaluated one level different on either the statewide or the
personal perspective. Two of these three boxes had higher state-
wide ratings than personal ratings. These boxes were: very important
desirable and important — neutral desirability. The former contained
two items, and the latter contained one item. The other box,
important—very desirable, contained four items with higher
personal rather than statewide ratings.
- • ' • " • 5 4
Figure 1 shows that although only four items had higher
significance on the statewide ratings rather than on personal
ratings, three of these items differed by one level from their
personal ratings. On the other hand, seventeen items had higher
personal ratings than statewide ratings, but only four of them
differed from the statewide ratings by one level.
The three action statements which had one-level higher state-
wide ratings than personal ratings were:
Empka&tze. the. pot>t>i.btti.ty oft an e.ne.Jigy &hoitage. to Attmutate. the.
Change, the. bu.<ltd<ing code.& to accommodate. &otan he.ati.ng and/ofi
coating t>ij&te.mt> i.n hou.&e-t>
EmphaAi-ze. that tiadi.t<ionat he.attng and/on. coottng t>yt>te.m& ale. outmodud
The four action statements with one-level higher personal
ratings than statewide ratings were:
U-ie. &otaf i -<Lne.f iQy &yt>te.mt> to ie.du.ce. pottmtton Ln Ne.w Mexico
Ve.ve.top 60 tan AyAte.mt> w<itk towe.n. fi^pa-in. cot>tt> than ^ofi conve.nt<ionat
he.at£ng and/on. coot-Lng &yt>te.m& u)j,th Jie.a&onabte. te.mptn.a-
ta.fie-t> and v afi-iat-io n* - .
l&&u.e. Ationg wan.n.ant-ie.& faon. &otan. ke.at4.nQ and/ 'on coating t>yt>te,m*,
Development and Interpretation of the Interview Comparative Rating
Table
/
A table was constructed which ranks the ratings on the various
action statements. Table 1 displays the items ranked from highest
to lowest arithmetic means on the composite basis for each category
in the following order: very important— very desirable; important —
very desirable; very important — desirable; important — desirable;
important—neutral desirability. Statewide and personal arithmetic
mean scores are also given for each action statement.
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According to Table 1, five items had the highest composite
arithmetic mean ratings — all above 4.500. These items were:
Make. tke. -intt^at co&t o& &otan. kzating and/oft. coot<ing
to c.onve.ntJ.ona£
Pft.ovi.de. motie. ^.n^o^imat^on on &otafi
Ve.A<ign Ayt>te.mA u)j.th tong-te.ft.rn de.pe.ndabj.tj.ty
Make. e.ne.ft.gy c.on&u.mpt4.on a c.ft.4.ti.c.al ^actoft. <in hom&e. de.&i.gn
Make, Aotaft. he.at4.ng and/oft. coating &yAte.m& a* ava^table. a&
conventional. u.ni.ti>
These five action statements comprise the upper range items. The
order of significance of these items was exactly the same from the
personal perspective. These five items were also the five highest
in statewide importance, although the ranking order was not the same
as that found in the composite ratings..
Of the four remaining action statements located in the upper
right-hand category, the highest ranked action statement had an
arithmetic mean composite score of 4.215. This action statement
and the highest ranked action statement in the important — very
desirable category appear to be transitional items because of the
influence of the previously discussed nonsolar-related attitudes.
It must be emphasized that there is a significant difference
between the fifth action statement — the last item in the upper range
*
category — with its arithemtic mean composite score of 4.535 and the
sixth action statement — the first transitional action statement —
with its arithmetic mean composite score of 4.215. This difference
signifies that two out of three respondents ranked the sixth action
statement one category lower on either the statewide or personal
perspective than they did on the fifth action statement.
r
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The remaining three action statements of the very important —
very desirable category, the three remaining action statements in
the important — very desirable category, and the two action state-
ments in the very important — desirable category have arithmetic
mean composite scores from 4.105 to 3.970, and, thus, they have a
narrow range of .125. These eight action statements comprise the
middle range category.
The seven action statements in the important — rdesirable category
and the one action statement in the important — neutral desirability
category comprise the lower range action statements. These eight
items have a broad range of .860. The significance of this range
is that nine out of ten respondents rated the lowest action state-
ment one level lower on both perspectives than they did on the
highest ranked item in the lower range category ..
The three lowest action statements, with arithmetic mean
composite scores equal or less than 3.500, ranked from the lowest
score upward were:
Empha&j,ze. that tlad<it-ionaJL huat-inQ and coot-ing t>yt>te.m& an.0, outmodzd
manpowe.fi
E&tabLi&h a fiund to guati.ante.e. mortgage. toant> faon. kou.t>e,£ wtth &ota,n.
h&at<ing and/ on. coot-ing t>yt>t<>.m£
UPPER RANGE ACTION STATEMENTS
A summary discussion of the comments relating to the upper
range action statements is presented in the following section in
descending order of their composite arithmetic mean ratings.
Make the Initial Cost of Solar Heating and/or Cooling Systems
Comparable to Conventional Systems
Interview respondents had a considerable number of comments
about this action statement. In general, comments could be easily
- 60
categorized. Thus, of the four no comment interviewees, there were
three respondents who expressed doubt that initial costs of solar-
energy systems could be made comparable to initial costs of con-
ventional heating and/or cooling systems. The other individual
felt that the statement was so poorly written that he could not
comment about it. The four comments in the desirable level also
contained three comments doubting that the initial solar-energy
system costs could be made comparable with those of conventional
systems. On the other hand, there were only two comments doubting
the possibility of comparable initial costs among the sixteen comments
in the very important—very desirable level.
In the highest level, there were four respondents who said that
initial costs between systems will be made comparable in time and
one person who said that costs are now comparable between systems
on a cost-effective basis. Finally, there were 14 comments to the
effect that the point of the action statement was significant, that
it was definitely needed, that it was the number-one key factor, and
that solar heating and cooling would develop when the initial costs
of solar-energy systems were made comparable to those of conventional
heating and cooling systems. Two financiers commented that lower
initial costs would assist in making favorable financing decisions.
One consumer said that people should have lower initial costs so
they could afford to pay for their heating and/or cooling systems.
The overwhelming evidence from the comments suggests that the
respondents regarded the initial cost as the most important factor,
with little or no regard to future savings or cost effectiveness.
Provide More Information on Solar Energy
Comments were generally quite detailed on this action statement.
The comments frequently concerned the need for more information:
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"this is most important," "#1," "obvious," and "must be done."
Many comments specified the nature of the information: "publicize
new breakthroughs," "how will it benefit consumers," "how much it
will cost," or "adobe can be modern."
Most comments referred to a lack of communication. Nearly
half of the respondents remarked that the present information
about solar-energy systems was too technical for the average citizen.
There were comments to the effect that the present information was
inaccurate, inappropriate, poorly written, and unreliable. Nine
interview respondents felt that governmental agencies should be
responsible for providing the public information about solar energy
in order to assure that it is of the highest quality, while six
respondents felt that colleges or universities could provide the
best public information. Only four respondents included the com-
mercial sector, manufacturers and utilities, as a source of usable
information. One individual specified that promoters should not
be allowed to provide public information. According to one source,
public information about solar-energy systems should come through
the news media. Another person said that public information should
not be mailed. Several respondents suggested that grants should
be made for the purpose of studying solar-energy systems and dis-
seminating the right information at the proper levels.
Providing more information on solar energy was given the highest
rating by all consumers and by four out of five architects and
energy suppliers.
Design Solar Energy Systems with Long-Term Dependability
This statement was rated the same on both the statewide and
personal rating scales by the significant majority of respondents.
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Some respondents felt that solar-energy systems were actually more
dependable than conventional energy systems. Others indicated
/ •
that dependability was indicative of quality, that when a person
is buying, he should try to select the best system, which is the
one which will last. Four respondents said that solar-energy
systems have to last a long time because of their high costs.
Three interviewees said that the system should last as long as the
house. One person said that a distributor cannot sell a solar-
energy system and then just forget about it. Another respondent
expressed a typical desperation-type statement'of many consumers:
"Nowadays, everything breaks down." Interestingly enough, two
comments concerned the opinion that hot-air systems are more
dependable than hot-water systems.
The trend in comments revealed that four out of five architects
and energy suppliers ranked this item in the highest level of signifi-
cance, while in the other groups, .three out of five ranked" this
item in the highest level of significance. Contractors were the '.
only ones to downgrade the significance of this action statement.
Two contractors judged this action statement less significant
personally than on a statewide basis, Nand one said that it was less
significant on the statewide level than on the personal level.
Make Energy Consumption a Critical Factor in House Design
None of_the respondents ranked this action statement lower than
important—desirable. Many of the comments were concerned with this
action being made into a law. Three energy suppliers and an archi-
tect were opposed to such a law, while two architects and two con-
sumers favored such a law. There were five interviewees who commented
that this action should be stressed or made a minimum requirement
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In codes and/or Federal Housing Administration specifications.
Reasons commonly cited for making this action statement into a law
or requirement included that it was for the common good--making
more energy available—and that people tended to build as cheaply
as possible without concern toward energy-consumption levels.
Another respondent felt that the action statement should apply only
to new construction.
One interviewee mentioned that California has imposed insula-
tion standards. Most respondents seemed to interpret this question
in terms of insulation requirements, although one energy supplier
commented that we would need to build smaller houses and an archi-
tect said that we would need passive solar-energy system designs.
Make Solar Heating and/or Cooling Units as Available as Conventional
Units
Although the investigators had suspected this item would rank
high, they were surprised to see that it ranked among the top five
action statements. Seven out of seventeen interviewees equated the
availability of solar heating and/or cooling systems with their
costs. This group responded with comments on costs and the need to
reduce costs. Several respondents indicated that progress was being
made toward this action statement, although much experimentation and
research remained to be done. Two persons commented that mass
production was the answer to the problem of a shortage in the supply
of solar heating and cooling units. All the energy suppliers gave
this action statement the highest rating from a personal stand-
point. Two energy suppliers gave a lower rating for the item on
the statewide-importance scale than on the personal-desirability
scale. Those people who rated this action statement low justified
- 6 4
their position by indicating that it would be far into the future
before solar heating and/or cooling systems would be as available
as conventional heating and/or cooling systems.
TRANSITIONAL ACTION STATEMENTS
On the average, the two transitional action statements were
ranked one level lower than the initial cost item—the highest
ranked action statement—from at least one perspective by all
respondents. Four out of five respondents ranked the transitional
action statements one level lower than the fifth-ranked action
statement from at least one perspective.
Make Houses with Solar Heating and/or Cooling Systems as Attractive
as Nonsolar Houses
As was expected, the highest ratings on this item came from
architects, although only three of the five architects gave the
item the highest rating. An architect said that in time people
will come to accept the new solar look as they become accustomed
to it. Among the very important—very desirable and important—
desirable categories, consumers split evenly with only one consumer
rating this action statement lower. One consumer interpreted this
action statement as attractive in terms of cost. Another respond-
ent remarked that the important thing is what the prospective
buyer's wife thinks about the appearance of the house. As stated
previously, concern was expressed that the use of solar heating
and/or cooling systems might destroy the unique styles of appearances
which many New Mexican dwellings have.
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Use Solar Energy Systems to Reduce Pollution in New Mexico
Only two groups, consumers and governmental officials, were
asked to respond to this action statement. The impact of an indi-
vidual's attitude toward the,pollution problem has already been
discussed (see page 43). The remaining comments consisted of those
made by the interviewee who gave the item the lowest rating: "It
is too early to know if solar heating and cooling does reduce
pollution." One consumer said that solar collectors would take up
vast land areas and, therefore, would be polluting in one sense of
the word.
MIDDLE RANGE ACTION STATEMENTS
A summary discussion of the comments relating to each of the
middle range action statements is presented in the following section
in descending order of their arithmetic mean composite ratings with
the exception of the action statement dealing with major modifica-
tions in house construction which is discussed before the action
statement dealing with reasonable temperatures and variations.
Emphasize the Possibility of an Energy Shortage to Stimulate the
use of Solar Energy
The effect of the individual's attitude toward an energy short-
age has been discussed previously (see page 44). Not many additional
comments were made. Four of the five interviewees who rated this
action statement low on a personal basis were concerned with the
nature of this approach. One respondent said that the approach of
the action statement was too commercialized, while another person
said t-hat it was like being beaten to death with a club. One inter-
viewee said that fear advertising is wrong morally, and two others
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said that there was too much emphasis on the energy shortage.
Another interesting comment from an interviewee was that emphasis
on an energy shortage might drive prices higher, although it would
also stimulate research and development.
Develop Solar Systems with Lower Maintenance Cost than for Conven-
tional Systems
Three respondents gave this action statement low ratings—one,
unimportant; two, neutral—from the statewide perspective. One
consumer felt that solar-system maintenance was an expected expense
and was already quite low. The other two persons, who were energy
suppliers, doubted that the maintenace costs for solar-energy systems
could ever be lower than those for conventional systems.
Four respondents gave this action statement the highest rating
on statewide importance. Three of the four respondents declared
that this action was good, was a must, and was definitely needed.
The fourth individual, an energy supplier, thought it would take a
long time to achieve this action statement. Three respondents felt
that maintenance costs for solar-energy systems were already lower
than those for conventional heating and cooling systems. One respond-
ent indicated that this action statement would be particularly
important in low-income areas such as Northern New Mexico.
Four out of five financiers placed this action statement in
the important category while three out of five consumers judged this
item very important from the statewide perspective. Three out of
five energy suppliers downgraded statewide importance in their ratings.
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Make the Long-Term Cost (Payback Period) of Solar Heating and/or
Cooling Systems Lower than for Conventional Systems
This action statement had the same composite score as the
previous action statement. Although it had a lower personal appeal,
it was placed higher on the statewide level than the maintenance
item. The fact, that this action is in the middle range area while
the initial cost action statement was the highest rated item strongly
indicates that those who were interviewed did not perceive the true
economic relationships which are involved.
There was considerable variation among the respondents who
ranked this action statement low. Of the eight respondents who
judged the action statement as undesirable, unimportant, or neutral
from one or both viewpoints, only two respondents rated it neutral
from both perspectives and only one respondent rated it below
the neutral response from both~perspectiyes. One of these
three respondents, an energy supplier, said that costs of the system
should be tied to the cost of the house but that there should not
be any governmental subsidy. Another interviewee, a governmental
official, said that cost factors were unimportant at this time
because more research and development is needed. The third indi-
vidual, also a governmental official, remarked that he did not feel
that Americans should interfere with the free-enterprise system.
Among, the 11 respondents giving this action statement the
highest rating from the statewide perspective and among the 12
respondents giving the item the highest rating from the personal
perspective, there was great diversity in supporting arguments.
For example, .there were four respondents who strongly favored the
action, even with governmental assistance. One person reasoned
that since initial costs for a solar-energy system were higher, it
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would take longer to pay back the costs. A consumer was opposed to
the tradeoff of higher initial costs for lower fuel costs because
he felt that things were already too high. An energy supplier
indicated that if a solar-energy system were cheaper than a con-
ventional one, it would create more problems. One interviewee
indicated that a longer payback period would mean a larger interest
payment.
Unexpectedly, all financiers rated this action statement as
only desirable from their personal perspectives. Three out of
five contractors and consumers rated this item in the very desirable
category. There were seven interviewees who tended to downgrade
the action statement in statewide importance. They gave as comments
that they did not think this action would have much effect and
that they doubted that the action statement could become a reality.
Once again, the inescapable conclusion may be drawn that respond-
ents did not look beyond the initial, present-day costs of a solar-
energy system.
Develop Solar Heating and/or Cooling Systems which Do Not Require
Major Modifications in House Construction
This action statement had only one no comment response; other-
wise, the lowest rating was neutral, with four coming from the
statewide perspective and five'coming from the personal perspective.
Two of these respondents said that the design expenses would be too
great to make the action statement feasible. Two others indicated
that this problem will take care of itself in time. Two respondents
did not believe in retrofitting. There were five interview respond-
ents who gave this action statement the highest rankings in terms
of statewide importance and/or personal desirability. Two of these
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persons felt that the action statement would be easy to implement.
The other three respondents remarked that this would be desirable
for old houses, especially if it could preserve the adobe archi-
tecture and help to keep the costs of home improvements down.
Between these two extremes were some comments that revolved
around the fact that the building is the system and that the
structure comes first. There was one comment by a contractor who
said that the house and system should reflect the style of living
of the occupants.- Interestingly, none of the comments concerning
architecture were made by architects.
Three contractors and three.financiers rated this action state-
ment as desirable.
Design Heating and/or Cooling Systems with Reasonable Temperatures
and Variations
This action statement actually had a slightly higher average
composite score than the previous one. The action statement is
placed here because its arithmetic average scores on the statewide
and personal perspectives place it in the important—very desirable
category. There were six respondents who gave this action state-
ment a neutral ranking on the statewide-importance scale. Three
of these individuals were contractors, and the remaining indi-
*
viduals were consumers. Two members of the former group agreed with
the action statement and yet marked it with neutral ratings. The
other contractor and one of the consumers said that wide temperature
variations should be available, while another consumer thought that
this item was a function of heat storage within the system. . ..The
other consumer said that temperature-variation matters would be
solved through further research and development.
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The five persons who judged this action statement highest on state-
wide importance, and on personal desirability included two archi-
tects, two energy suppliers, and one consumer. The architects were
concerned with the usability of the heating and/or cooling system.
The other three interviewees were concerned with the fact that
people have little tolerance for temperature variations. One other
comment was that this action was a design constraint of the system.
Five of the twenty respondents rated this item lower on
statewide importance than on personal desirability, but no pattern
emerged from their comments.
Issue Strong Warranties for Solar Heating and/or Cooling Systems
There were only three respondents who placed this action state-
ment in the very unimportant and unimportant categories. These
three persons believed that warranties should be issued, but judged
this action as not very important because warranties are already a
common practice. The group thought that if warranties were to be
issued on unsatisfactory systems, this practice could lead to
unenforceable warranties.
Almost half of the respondents placed this action statement
in the very important—very desirable category. Most of the respond-
ents justified this high placement by reasoning that strong warranties
would suggest that solar heating and/or cooling systems are depend-
able. Several people emphasized that warranties should not be
issued unless they could be enforced. Other interviewees commented
that warranties should extend for as long as the life of the house,
while another group of respondents thought that warranties should
extend for a time period comparable to that of a water heater or a
refrigerator. One interviewee stated that the poorest warranty
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would be one issued by the government. Three out of five consumers
and financiers placed this action statement in the very important—
very desirable category. .
Only two interviewees downgraded this action statement on a
statewide basis, while one respondent downgraded it on a personal
perspective. None of these interviewees gave significant responses.
Develop Solar Systems with Lower Repair Costs than for Conventional
Systems
Since only three groups were asked to evaluate this action
statement, the distribution is quite limited. One respondent placed
this action statement in the unimportant category. He commented
that repair costs for solar systems did not have to be lower than
repair costs for conventional systems—but that the repair costs
should be comparable. Four respondents placed this action state-
ment in the very important category. The comments offered by these
interviewees were not too revealing. One member of this group said
that lower repair costs for solar systems than for conventional
systems would help to relieve the fear of the unfamiliar system.
Another interviewee stated that it would be some time before New
Mexicans could abandon conventional heating and cooling systems.
Three of the five consumers rated this action statement as
very desirable from a personal perspective, but only two members
of this group rated this action statement as very important on a
statewide basis. A different perspective was seen by three finan-
ciers: they rated this action statement important on a statewide
basis. However, only two members of this group rated the action
statement as desirable from a personal perspective. The three
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respondents who downgraded this action statement on the statewide
basis did not demonstrate a significant trend.
Change the Building Codes to Accommodate Solar Heating and/or Cooling
Systems in Homes
There was only one unimportant rating and there was .only one
undesirable rating on this action statement. The person who gave
the unimportant rating commented that other factors are more impor-
tant than changing building codes, while the person who gave the
undesirable rating commented that there is not enough information
to change building codes. An energy supplier placed this action
statement in the no comment category from the statewide perspective.
This individual indicated that building codes have adequate scope.
Eight respondents placed this action statement in the very
important category. Two contractors considered this action state-
ment lower in personal desirability than in statewide importance.
Six members of this group felt that building codes definitely
needed to be changed. One of the remaining respondents, a contractor
who had built 20 solar-energy homes without building-code conflicts,
said that if there were any code-related conflicts, building codes
would have to be modified. The other respondent also said that
building codes would have to be changed if there were any conflicts,
but he did not know whether or not these conflicts existed.
Three of the respondents commented that the present building
codes are satisfactory. One of these individuals reported that
there was not adequate information to modify the building codes.
Another interviewee commented that building-code changes would come
/ " • •
in the future. One respondent spoke against federal intervention
in the changing of building codes; he indicated that this was already
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happening. One individual commented that New Mexicans tend to
exaggerate the need for changes.
Three of the five energy suppliers rated this action statement
very important—very desirable. Three contractors rated this
action statement desirable from a personal perspective.
There was some difference in opinion between the statewide
and personal perspectives of the respondents, but the supporting
details showed no consistent trends of thought.
LOWER RANGE ACTION STATEMENTS .
The remaining eight action statements had arithmetic mean
composite scores lower than 3.900. While all but one of these
scores are not really low in themselves, they were, nevertheless,
the lowest ranking arithmetic mean composite scores for the 23
action statements. The .85 range in the arithmetic mean composite
scores of the lower range group is considerable. It corresponds
to a one-level decrease in ranking on both the statewide and personal
perspectives by more than two out of three respondents. As previously
mentioned, there is a definite division between the upper five
ratings in this category and the lower three ratings. The difference
of .195 indicates that 40 percent of the respondents decreased their
ratings on one of the perspectives by an additional level. The
lowest ranked action statement is in a class by itself. Its
unpopularity is indicated by the fact that its arithmetic mean
composite score is .400 below that of the next lowest ranked action
statement and .670 below that of the fifth ranked action statement
in the lower range category. The comments relative to the action
statements in this category will be discussed in the descending
order of their arithmetic mean composite scores.
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Emphasize that Solar Heating and/or Cooling Systems are Socially
Acceptable to New Mexicans
A number of comments concerning the unimportant consequence
of this action statement were given by the 11 interviewees who
marked this item low. Two governmental'Officials said that the
state probably was not interested in solar-energy systems or that
the statewide viewpoint was unimportant. Three respondents felt
that changes in acceptability would be based on other factors:
economics, how warm the house was, or the quality of the system.
Only two comments concerned status. One interviewee said this
approach was wrong and another interviewee said it was hard to
judge the effectiveness of social acceptability.
The comments made by those who judged this action statement
as very important and/or very desirable had a different tone. Two
respondents thought that solar systems are already socially accept-
able. One person commented that the governor should show a personal
interest in promoting solar-energy systems. One respondent related
social acceptability to lifestyles. Another interviewee said that
architectural designs will have to be made so that houses with
solar-energy systems will look no different than conventional ones.
A contractor who rated this action statement as very important in
statewide importance but only neutral in personal desirability
emphasized that the more solar-energy units people see, the more
«
acceptable the units will become.
The three respondents who downgraded the statewide importance
and the one person who downgraded personal desirability were the
individuals who thought this action statement meant acceptance at
the state governmental level. Three of the five energy suppliers
gave this item the highest rating. Three out of five architects,
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consumers, and governmental officials gave the action statement a
desirable rating, although only two consumers considered it impor-
tant on the statewide basis. Six out of eleven respondents in the
important—desirable category commented that the appeal of social
acceptance was' meaningful.
Emphasize the Pride in Owning a Solar Heating and/or Cooling System
The interview respondents reacted to this action statement
according to group types. Thus, of the six respondents who ranked
this action statement neutral or lower on statewide importance,
four were contractors; of the five respondents who ranked this
action statement as important, four were architects. Another inter-
esting finding is that three of those four architects had no other
comments on this action statement. The fifth architect also
responded with no verbalized comment. The other respondent who had
given this action statement an important statewide rating also had
no other comments. The significance of this pattern is not clear.
Those who rated this action statement highest on both scales
generally commented that the pride in owning a solar heating and/
or cooling system is a good technique. Two respondents felt that
pride in solar-energy system ownership would stem from the demon-
strated effectiveness of the solar heating and/or cooling system.
On the other hand, the two individuals who rated this action state-
ment low did: not like this approach: "snob appeal is'wrong."
Another comment concerned the desirability of placing the emphasis
on the back-to-nature idea, on the naturalness of solar energy.
The two interviewees who downgraded statewide importance
relative to personal desirability were contractors. One contractor
indicated that an owner should be proud of his solar heating and/or
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cooling system. The other contractor was the individual who made
the back-to-nature plea.
i
Award a Tax Subsidy for the Use of Solar Heating and/or Cooling
Systems
This action statement had just as many high ratings of very
important and/or very desirable as any other action statement.
What lowered the arithmetic mean composite score was a rather large
number of interviewees who gave this action statement low ratings
of unimportant—undesirable and very unimportant—very undesirable.
As previously stated, the people who opposed this action state-
ment did so because they opposed governmental action. All five
interviewees who rated this action statement as undesirable on the
personal scale did so on the basis of their opposition to govern-
mental intervention. One respondent referred to governmental
domination as socialism. Another interviewee compared the action
to New York City's predicament. Two people declared that the
government was already doing too much in the solar-energy area.
Two interviewees who gave this action statement an unimportant
statewide rating said that the money should be put into research
rather than into subsidies.
A rather large number of those who rated this action state-
/
ment as very important—very desirable gave altogether different
comments. While many interviewees felt that this was not a highly
effective action, they felt that the government was obliged to do
it: "to encourage development," "to offset the negative subsidies
of fossil fuels," and "because the energy problem is too critical
to ignore."
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Between these two extremes was an equally large group of
interviewees. On the statewide-importance level, the respondents
tended to go along with the action statement because they thought
that it would be effective. However, those interviewees who rated
the action statement as desirable on a personal basis tended to
question the value of subsidies and the incentive approach. Another
respondent stated that he did not think the long-term effect of
the action statement would be desirable; he also indicated that
such an action would be costly to taxpayers.
Six interviewees, or 20 percent, rated this action statement
lower on statewide importance than on personal desirability. Three
of these six individuals were financiers who strongly opposed sub-
sidies and incentives. One consumer questioned the tax subsidy
approach while the two other consumers were in :favor of tax sub-
sidies.
Three contractors and three energy suppliers gave this action
statement the very desirable rating on the personal scale. Three
governmental officials also judged the action statement as important
from the statewide perspective, while the financiers rated the
action statement from the neutral rating upward on the statewide
perspective.
Make Solar Heating Systems that Require No Backup Systems
The difference between those who favored this action state-
ment and those who did not were quite evident. Those interviewees
who marked the action statement as undesirable on the personal
scale indicated that the action statement was impossible to accom-
plish. The moderate respondents agreed that it would be possible
to eliminate backup systems but that the cost of doing it was
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prohibitive, while the interviewees who ranked this item highest
doubted that backup systems could be eliminated eventually.
One energy supplier said that solar-energy systems should be
considered as backups to conventional heating and cooling systems.
Another interesting comment about this action statement was that
progress would be delayed if the public waited until a solar-
energy system without a backup could be devised. Another commentor
approached the same point in a different manner: "the more require-
ments, the more delays in the total program." One of the interviewees
reasoned that backup-system requirements are related to the geo- i
graphic location of the heating and cooling system.
Group response patterns were quite clearly delineated on
this action statement. At least three of the five members in the
following groups responded accordingly: energy suppliers, undesir-
able; contractors, neutral; architects and consumers, desirable;
financiers, very desirable.
Establish the Same Hookup Charge for Conventional ajid Solar Backup
Systems
The responses on this action statement were so varied that
they appeared to be almost patternless. For example, 16 of the 36
categories received at least one response, and 11 respondents gave
lower ratings from one perspective than from the other perspective.
Two of the five interviewees who gave this action statement
the low statewide ratings of unimportant and very unimportant said
that a larger hookup charge should be levied against those with
solar-energy backup systems so that conventional heating and cooling
system users will not be subsidizing those using solar-energy backup
systems. One respondent said that hookup charges for solar-energy
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backup systems should not be higher because the higher charges will
cause consumer resistance. While one person said that the emphasis
should be placed on research, another interviewee said that the
matter of hookup charges was not important to the state.
There was no clear-cut pattern of responses among ;the seven
•v,
interviewees who gave the action statement the rating of very
important--very desirable. There were two persons who referred to
the lack of solar-energy system development. Gas or electrical
utilities were mentioned in three responses. A contractor stated
that Community Public Service was not interested in solar energy,
while a financier said that Southern Union Gas was interested in
solar energy. An architect who was sympathetic to gas companies
indicated that gas companies should charge a higher hookup fee
for solar-enegy backup systems but that electric companies should
not charge a higher hookup fee for solar-energy backup systems.
One respondent declared that "those guys are a monopoly with a
guaranteed profit"; another stated that the "municipal government
should be sensitive to this."
Between the extreme ratings, the commentors were sympathetic
toward higher hookup charges for those with solar-energy systems
which required backup systems. Four out of six respondents in
the neutral category and five out of ten respondents in the impor-
tant category shared this viewpoint.. Other typical comments from
this group included: "they (utilities) can't supply consumers now,"
and "(the statement is a) time-dependent question."
Some group-pattern responses were evident. Three out of five
contractors rated the action statement as very desirable on the
personal scale. Three out of five energy suppliers and governmental
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officials rated the action statement in the personally desirable
category. The seven respondents who downgraded statewide importance
over personal desirability included two contractors, two energy
suppliers, two governmental officials, one architect, and no con-
sumers or financiers. Those interviewees who downgraded personal
desirability showed no signfleant response patterns. While two
members of this group were financiers, neither gave a comment which
was related to the economic aspects of different hookup charges.
Establish a Fund to Guarantee Mortgage Loans for Houses with Solar
Heating and/or Cooling Systems
Of the three interviewees who indicated that this action state-
ment was very unimportant from the statewide perspective, two of
them said that this action statement was unnecessary because such
guaranteed loans already exist. The third respondent expressed
disfavor toward any special considerations for those people with
solar-energy systems. On the other hand, the six interviewees who
rated this action statement as very important included five people
who thought that a fund to guarantee mortgage loans for solar heated
and/or cooled houses was needed. The other respondent commented
that the Federal Housing Administration could take care of this
matter. One of the respondents, a contractor, listed nine other
aspects of this topic because he felt that this action statement
dealt with the most important factor in the home-building industry.
One respondent suggested that the action statement might be
tied to a rebate to help reduce the down payment, for example.
Another respondent was against this action statement because the
fact that an individual's house has a solar heating and/or cooling
8-1
system does not make the house a good one. Another interviewee
commented that solar systems have little or no resale value.
No significant group-response patterns were apparent. Among x
the three respondents who rated this action statement lower on a
personal basis than on a statewide basis were two contractors.
Both contractors thought that a fund to guarantee mortgage loans for
houses with solar heating and/or cooling systems was. an attractive action,
Implement Manpower Training Programs for Solar-Related Jobs
Six interviewees rated this action statement as unimportant
from the statewide perspective. Two members of this group were
concerned with governmental involvement, while three members of
the group felt that there was no need for special training programs
for solar-energy system technicians. The sixth respondent said
that the demand for trained personnel would not come until solar-
energy systems had become more refined than they presently are.
There were three respondents who rated this action statement
as very important on the statewide basis. These three commented
rather extensively about the action statement. Some of their
suggestions were that the training should be targeted toward young
people and that this training could be introduced in high schools,
in factories, or in apprenticeship programs.
Among'the seven interviewees who rated this action statement as
important from the statewide perspective were three people who did
not think that manpower training was too important—that as more
solar buildings are constructed, the necessary crafts will develop.
Two respondents thought that this action statement might be necessary,
and two respondents related the action statement to schools,
especially state vocational schools.
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Only one group, architects, had as many as three responses in
the same category: important—desirable. Only three respondents
rated the action statement lower from a statewide perspective than
from a personal perspective. Two of these respondents said that
there was no need for training. The other respondent commented
that universities and vocational schools should promote solar-
technology training.
Emphasize that Traditional Heating and Cooling Systems are Outmoded
This action statement elicited four no comment ratings from
both perspectives. A concern of these respondents was the defini-
tion of the term "outmoded." One respondent said that conventional
systems would be outmoded when there is no more oil and gas, and
another respondent, an electrical energy supplier, declared that
gas is outmoded. Two of the eight interviewees who rated this
action statement as unimportant on a statewide basis made no comment,
but all of the remaining members of the group, except one, denied that
traditional heating and cooling systems are outmoded. Some of their
arguments were: "millions of conventional systems are still.in use,"
"coal is still in adequate supply," and "the problem is really in
fuel cost." The other respondent in this category felt that solar-
energy systems would sell themselves after they were fully developed.
Only three interviewees judged this action statement as very
important on a statewide basis. Two consumers who were members of
this group agreed that conventional heating and cooling systems
are outmoded.
Interviewees tended to give lower personal ratings than state-
wide ratings on this action statement. One of the lower statewide .
ratings was given by an energy supplier who rated this action
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statement as no comment on the statewide basis and neutral on the
personal basis. He said that people could not--call fireplaces
outmoded when 99 percent of the homes in the Santa Fe area have
fireplaces.
Of. the four interviewees who downgraded the personal perspective,
three disagreed with this approach because it was a negative approach.
The fourth member of the group disagreed with the statement—not
necessarily the approach. One person disagreed with the statement,
although he indicated that he would change his mind if solar-energy
systems could be proven.
Four out of five financiers rated the action statement as
having neutral desirability. Three out of five architects and
governmental officials rated the action statement in the undesirable
category.
SUMMARY OF SOLAR-RELATED INTERVIEW DATA
An analysis of the interview data regarding solar-related
attitudes yielded two types of data: (1) the placement of the
action statements from the statewide and personal perspectives and
(2) the reasoning behind these placements.
The action statements appeared to cluster around certain rankings,
and they were grouped accordingly: The five highest ranking action
statements comprise the upper range category. The next two action
statements comprise the transitional action statements. Following
these seven action statements are eight action statements which
comprise the middle range category, while the eight lowest ranking
action statements are referred to as the lower range action
statements.
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Action Statement Placement from the Interview Data
The five highest and closely clustered action statements had
arithmetic mean composite ratings above 4.500. The highest rated
action statement was: Make the initial cost of solar heating and/or
cooling systems comparable to conventional systems. It ranked far
above the other economic factors, such as reducing the long-term
payback period, reducing maintenance costs, and reducing repair
costs; these other economic items were placed in the middle range
category.
The action statement rated second highest was: Provide more
information on solar energy. This item was greatly desired by all
key groups, especially consumers. Respondents said that they wanted
higher quality information—less technical, more reliable, and more
usable information. A number of respondents suggested that govern-
mental agencies and universities should be the ones to provide more
information about solar-energy systems.
Other upper range action statements included those dealing
with the dependability of solar-energy systems, the making of
energy consumption into a critical factor in house design, and the
availability of solar heating and/or cooling units.
From the comments relating to the five previously mentioned
*
action statements, a unified picture of the public's conceptualiza-
tion of the need for solar-energy systems can be developed. Many
of the respondents indicated that something needs to be done about
the energy crisis. The respondents preferred a readily available
and long-term dependable solar-energy system which would not cost
.more than conventional heating and/or cooling systems. The respond-
ents were not sure that such a system now exists--perhaps because
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they have not received suitable information about solar-energy
systems.
The transitional action statements included making houses with
solar heating and/or cooling systems as attractive as nonsolar houses
and using solar-energy systems to reduce pollution. Both of these
action statements were affected by the nonsolar attitudes toward
aesthetics and pollution. This may account for the placement of these
items between the upper range category and the middle range category.
Lower maintenance costs, lower long-term payback periods, and
major modifications in house construction are economic considera-
tions which fall in the middle range category. Stimulating the use
of solar energy by emphasizing the energy shortage, reasonable
temperatures and variations, strong warranties, lower repair costs,
and building codes are other middle range factors which have a
moderate impact on the diffusion of solar-energy technology.
The action statements which according to their placement appear
to have a negative influence on the diffusion of solar-energy
technology include those dealing with social acceptability, pride'
in ownership, tax subsidies, backup systems, hookup charges,
guaranteed mortgage loans, manpower training programs, and the
outmoded nature of traditional heating and cooling systems.
Comments and Attitudes from the Interview Data
Four general types of comments were expressed by the interview
respondents. These included: (1) the state of the art—how much
progress has been achieved in solar-energy development, (2) the
need for further solar-energy research and development, (3) the
attitudes toward factors which are specifically related to
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solar-energy systems, and (4) the attitudes of a miscellaneous nature.
^
Each of these types of comments are summarized below.
Respondents generally had one of two attitudes toward the present
state of solar-energy system development. One of the attitudes was
that solar-energy technology was sufficiently developed, that a
person could now build a solar-energy system which would satis-
factorily meet his heating and cooling needs. Not only would this
system be efficient, but also it would be attractive, meet building
codes, have long-term dependability, require only a normal backup
system, and be socially acceptable, thus creating pride in the
ownership of a solar-energy system.
The members of the other group expressed an opposing viewpoint.
This group doubted that the initial costs of solar-energy systems
could ever be made comparable to that of conventional systems, that
solar-energy systems would be readily available for a very long
time, that solar-energy systems could be functional without backup
systems, and that solar-energy system repair costs would ever be
very low.
A number of interview respondents remarked about solar-energy
system research and development. Some interviewees expressed an
attitude that most, if not all, of the problems associated with
solar-energy technology could be solved in the not-too-distant
future through additional research and development. The respondents
commented that research and development activities should be directed
toward the following: easing of pollution problems through the use
of solar energy; decreasing the payback period for solar systems;
designing systems which do not require major modifications in
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construction techniques and which can adapt to variations in tempera-
ture requirements; differing utility hookup charges for solar and
nonsolar users; modifying building codes to accommodate solar-energy
technology; and training programs for solar.-related workers.
A number of economic concerns relating to solar-energy systems
were expressed by the interviewees. These comments included:
emphasizing an energy shortage might drive up the price of fuels;
low maintenance and repair costs of solar-energy systems are bene-
ficial to low-income groups; long-term payback costs are directly
related to the initial costs; initial costs of the heating and/or
cooling system could be tied to the cost of the building; guaranteed-
mortgage loans for solar systems are already available; social
acceptability has economic connotations; subsidies are costly to
the taxpayer; building a solar-energy system without a backup is
possible, but the cost of doing so is prohibitive; and finally, the
cost and availability of fuels is really what is making conventional
heating and/or cooling systems outmoded.
The respondents often expressed a negative attitude toward some
of the action statements. Typical of this approach was that empha-
sizing an energy shortage is a form of fear advertising, that social
acceptability is a wrong approach, that pride in ownership is really
a form of snob appeal, that stressing that conventional systems are
outmoded is simply not a true statement, and that solar energy is
nonpolluting is not true because its widespread use would pollute
large land areas by covering them with collection equipment.
Some interviewees expressed belief or disbelief in ordinarily
acceptable aspects of solar energy. Thus, one person said he did
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.not believe in retrofitting; another person declared that hot-air
systems were more dependable than hot-water systems; one person
commented that the use of long-term warranties was already the
acceptable practice; an interviewee said that temperature vari-
ations with a solar-energy system are simply a design constraint.
Several statements made by respondents indicated keen insight.
For example, one interviewee commented, regarding hookup charges,
that gas companies should be grateful to solar-energy users because
the gas companies do not have enough gas to supply their present
customers. Another person suggested that the more requirements
which are placed on a solar-energy system—such as the elimination
of backup systems—the more delay there will be in the diffusion
of solar-energy systems.
Concluding Statement
In conclusion, the analysis of comments revealed that each
respondent brought to the interviews a set of attitudes and values,
many of which influenced his responses. Members of each interview
group tended to view the action statement in a similar manner from
the statewide perspective, but they often disagreed with each other
from the personal perspective. This fact suggests that no program
of technology diffusion can be implemented without a thorough
analysis of not only the individual characteristics of the members
of the key groups but also the key-group characteristics as well.
CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE FINDINGS
The main purpose of the questionnaire data was to verify the
value placement of the action statements from the interview data.
If the first objective was attained, then-the second one was to
statistically determine from the questionnaire data what factors
were the influencing ones, how much influence did they have, and
what differences existed among the key groups.
A total of 299 questionnaires were included in the study.
This total included the following counts from the key groups:
architects, 91; consumers, 60; contractors, 27; energy suppliers,
41; financiers, 43; and governmental officials, 37.
The questionnaire data were analyzed using several statistical
methods in order to accomplish the objectives. Three types of
analyses were used: (1) tabulation and descriptive statistics:
arithmetic means, standard deviations, etc.; (2) crosstabulation,.
Chi-square, and Cramer's V values of relationship; and (3) analysis
of variance and post-hoc tests, utilizing Duncan's multiple range
test. Each of these types of analyses is discussed in the
following sections.
The first type of analysis was aimed at the first objective,
the second and third types of analyses were aimed toward the
second objective.
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Tabulation and Descriptive Statistics
The questionnaire responses were tabulated on each action state-
ment for the total group and for each of the six key groups. In
addition, the arithmetic means, standard deviations, and percentage
of responses in each category were calculated for both the state-
wide and personal perspectives as well as the arithmetic mean
composite score of the two perspectives. The tables reporting the
results of these calculations are presented in Appendix H.
Utilizing the composite scores, the items were ranked in
descending order of the scores for the,total and for each key group.
This information is presented in Table 2.
In order to compare the ranks of the questionnaire responses
with interview responses, some adjustments had to be made in the
interview rankings. The initial cost statement had been eliminated
in favor of the long-term payback period item because the interviewers
had reported that interviewees tended to view the long-term costs
the same way as initial cost. Interviewers had also indicated
that the maintenance action statement should be combined with the
repair statement on the questionnaire. These interviewer-suggested
changes were incorporated by the investigators into the question-
naire instruments. Therefore, to make rankings comparable, the
ranking on the initial cost statement was not included, and the
'composite arithmetic scores of the maintenance and the repair state-
ments were averaged, with the arithmetic mean score of 4.035 being
placed in the adjusted interview rankings as number ten. The ranking
of ten roughly corresponds to the average of the two rankings of
eight and thirteen—the maintenance and repair items. The adjusted
rankings are also presented in Table 2.
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Table 2 reveals that the top six questionnaire rankings also
include the top five ranking interview statements. These six action
statements are:
Ve.A<ign botan AyAte.m& wi.th long-te.im de.pe.ndab<il<ity
PJiov<ide. motie. <in{oH.mat'ion about &oSLa.n e.ne.igy
Make energy consumption a cn.4.t<ical ^acton. Ln houAe. dz-b-ign
Make. &olati he.at<Lng and/ on. cooling u.ii*.tt> a& available. a& conve.nt<ional
Change, the. bu.££d<ing c.ode.& to accommodate, botan. he.ati.ng and/oi
coo-i-ing A yAte.mA -in home.*
Make. hout>e.£> lu-ith botan. he.at-ing and/ofi cool-ing t>yt>t<>.m& a& attsiacttve.
a.t> non&olan,
The table also reveals that the eight lower ranking items from
the interviews are also the eight lower ranking items from the
questionnaires, although the internal rankings are slightly altered.
The coefficient of rank correlation was calculated based on the
rankings from the interviews and from the questionnaire. The
resulting coefficient rank of correlation is 0.88. This close
correlation would be considerably closer if the wide variations on
the rankings of the building codes action statement were eliminated.
Close scrutiny reveals that 33.7 percent of the correlation weight
can be assessed to the building codes statement.
The coefficient of rank correlation was also computed for each
key group, although additional adjustments for items omitted from
individual key-group questionnaires were necessary. The coefficients
for each key group, plus the items with greatest correlation vari-
ance, the percentage of the variance explained by each key group,
and the ranking direction of each group is presented in Table 3. The
ranking direction column of the table is noteworthy because it
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indicates the higher or acceptance factors and the lower or rejection
factors ;for the various key groups.
o. As might be expected, the coefficients of rank correlation of
the individual key groups were quite high, but not so high as that
for the total group. Architects had the same coefficient of rank
correlation as the total group. The coefficient of rank correlation
was lowered a significant amount by only one or two items within
each key group. Thus, 40 percent or more of the relationship is
explained by these few action statements in all of the key groups
except consumers. In this circumstance, five other action statements
explained 65 percent of the relationship. Six of the nineteen action
statements in the consumer questionnaire explain 80 percent of the
relationship. Another interesting finding is that the action state-
ment concerning long-term payback periods is the only one which
appears in more than one key group's items of maximum variability.
Table 2 reveals that the total group had fourteen factors with
composite scores above 4.00;, which is considered at the acceptance
level and only one which fell below 3.00, the rejection factor.
Each of the key groups differed with the total on specific items.
For example, consumers had no rejection factors but 13 acceptance
factors. Table 4 compares the key groups with the/number of accept-
ance and rejection factors.
The one rejection factor which was repeated for four key groups
was:. Emphasize that .traditional heating and cooling.-.systems are
outmoded. The energy suppliers included: Award a'tax subsidy for
the use of solar heating and/or cooling systems in houses. Establish
a fund to guarantee mortgage loans for houses with solar heating
and/or cooling systems was the action statement ranked lowest by
the financiers.
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Table 4. The Number of Acceptance and Rejection Factors According
to Questionnaire Key Groups
Number of Number of
Key Group Acceptance Factors Rejection Factors
Architects 10 1
Consumers 13 0
Contractors 10 0
Energy Suppliers 8 2
Financiers 6 2
Governmental Officials 8 1
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The arithmetic mean scores on each action statement were used
to produce a scattergram for comparison with the one produced from
0»
the interview data. This scattergram is Figure 2. As might be
expected from the high correlation between the interview and
questionnaire data, the two scattergrams are quite similar in
appearance. The most significant difference is revealed when one
scattergram is placed over the other.
The scores on statewide importance are almost universally higher
in the upper range for the questionnaire responses than for the
interview responses. The questionnaire responses are slightly lower
in the lower ranking categories.
A median line was drawn for each scattergram distribution.
When the total responses—interview and questionnaire—are super-
imposed on one another, an angular rotation of about 20 degress at
the cross-over point is evidenced as shown in Figure 2.
Differences in responses statecT above are also evidenced by'
the number of items for which the statewide arithmetic mean score
is greater than the personal arithmetic mean score as shown on pages
255-256. There are five action statements which have a least 0.1
higher arithmetic mean scores on the statewide perspective, but only
three action statements have arithmetic mean scores on the personal
perspective of 0.1 or higher. The scores on the other 13 action
statements are within 0.1 units of each other. It may be recalled
on the interviewee responses that the ratio .strongly favored the
personal perspective for the interviews, with seventeen action state-
ments higher on a personal perspective and only four action state-
ments having higher scores from the statewide perspective. Only
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two action statements had the same ratings from both perspectives,
thus, it appears that questionnaire respondents gave higher state-
wide ratings than interviewees did, but the questionnaire ratings
tended to correspond to their personal ratings. The result was that
a very large number of questionnaire ratings had an equal arithmetic
mean from both the statewide and personal perspectives.
Summarizing the results of this phase of analysis, the investi-
gators were able to conclude from the tabulations and from other
descriptive statistics, the data from the questionnaires are
extemely similar to the data from the interviews. Further analysis
of the questionnaire data should yield conclusions which are also
applicable to the interview data.
Crosstabulation Analyses
The Chi-square values were calculated to determine the strength
of the relationship between each action statement and the responses
from the key groups. It was assumed that where the calculated value
of Chi-square exceeded the critical value, a person could be reason-
ably certain that a relationship existed between the group percep-
tions of the importance or desirability of that action statement.
The strength of this relationship measure, Phi or Cramer's V,
was calculated for each crosstabulation table. These statistics
provide a rough measure of the strength of the relationship between
two variables^ and are, therefore, analogous to the coefficient of
determination in regression analyses. As with the coefficient of
determination, the strengths of Cramer's V measure the range between
zero and one.,' Zero indicates no relationship and one reflects a
perfect monotone relationship.
The tabulations showed that few responses fell into the lower
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ratings of very unimportant, unimportant, very undesirable, and unde-
sirable. Statistically, there is good reason for having at least
five responses on each scale. To overcome this problem of having
too few of the responses in the lower categories, collapsed-scale
values were used, and additional computer analyses were performed.
On the collapsed scale, neutral responses had a value of one;
important and desirable responses had a value of two; and very impor-
tant and very desirable responses had a value of three. Close
scrutiny revealed that the second analysis was much more meaningful
than the former analysis. Hence, the collapsed scale analysis was used.
Make the long-term cost (payback period) of solar heating and/
or cooling systems lower than for conventional systems was the
action statement with the highest significance level of 99.5 percent.
Two other action statements were significant near the 98 percent
level. A total of eight action statements had a significance level
of 95 percent or greater. Two of these eight action statements had
95 percent significance from both perspectives. The six action state-
ments which have a level of significance of greater than 95 percent
from at least one perspective include five which rank in the lower
half of the total response distribution and four which rank in the
lower 25 percentile. This fact indicates that these items have a
significant influence toward the rejection of solar systems. The
statements, their level of significance, and the corresponding values
for their alternate perspectives are shown in Table 5.
The action statements which had a significance level of 80
percent or greater (significance of less than .2000) are listed in
Appendix I. Also listed in the appendix are the statements in
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descending order of the Cramer's V values. One may note that the
first twelve items contain all six pairs from both perspectives. The
six pairs of viewpoints apply to the following action statements:
(lt>e, &otatL e.ne.figy &y&te.m& to ie.du.ce. pottu.ti.on Ln New Mexico
Ve.ve.top AOtax. Ay*te.m& w-ith town*. ma-inte.nance. and )ie.pa-ifi cot>t& than
601 conventional.
Emphat-ize. that &otai he.at-in'g and/ on. coating &yt>te,mt> ate. &oc-iatty
acce.ptabte. to Wew Mex-tcan-4
Et>tabtJ,t>h the. Aame. at-ittty hookup change, fiofi conve.nti.onat and backup
Awa/id a tax. £>u.bixidy faon the. a-ie o& botan. he.att.ng and/on coot-ing
&y&te.mi> -in
Make. the. .tong-te-Km cott (payback) o& botan. he.at-Lng and/oi coot-ing
&y&te.m& towe.n. than £01 conve.nt-ionat &yt>te.mt>
Coincidentally , the Cramer's V values of these items all exceed
.16, which indicates a fairly strong relationship. It may be noted
that none of the above-mentioned action statements are ranked in
the upper third while one half of the action statements are ranked
in the lower third, thus indicating their negative influence.
Analysis of Variance
Analysis of variance was performed to test approximately the
same hypotheses as the crosstabulations , but in a different manner.
For this calculation, the importance or desirability measures are
treated as if they have a constant unit of metric measurement as
opposed to a category which was used in the previous section's
calculations. In each analysis of variance test, the key group
is the;independent variable and the importance or desirability is
the dependent variable. If the calculated value of F exceeded the
critical value, it was inferred that a difference in perception
of importance or desirability existed somewhere among the key groups.
In order to determine where the differences were located, a post-hoc
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test was used to extend the basis for inference. The test
chosen was Duncan's multiple-range test which investigates all
possible pairs of subsamples for each item. The output lists
the action statement, the relationships as F probabilities, and
all the pairs where relationships or covariance were found.
To determine where significant differences existed, a table
was constructed in which all of the combinations listed .on the
computer printout were marked; the blanks in the table were the
data that was missing. The F probability, which is of the same
order as significance level for Chi-square values , was also
calculated, and this revealed how significant the differences in
perception were.
Twenty variances in relationships were found to exist between
at least two key groups on the statewide or personal perspectives.
These statements, their F-probability values, and the relating
pairs of key groups are listed in Appendix J. All values of the F
probability indicate a significance at or above the 90 percent
level. Four action statements had levels of significance at 99.5
percent, and twelve action statements had levels of significance
above 95 percent. It may be noted that values for both viewpoints
appear for the six action statements which have the highest signi-
ficance values listed in Appendix J. These action statements
include:
a tax. £u,bt>i.dy ^on the, u-Ae oft koto.*. ke.ati.ng and/on coottng
-in
Make the. JLoYiQ-tdtim c.ot>t (payback} ofi botan he.attng and/on coating
towe.n. than jjoi conve.nti.onai
E&tabt-l&h a fiund to gaa^.ante.e. mortgage. toanb ^on houAe.* w<ith
he.at<Lng and/ot coottng
Ill
Ve.ve.top Aotasi Ay&te.m& aoi.tk towe.fi mi.ante.nanc.e. and ie.pai.SL c.o&t& than
conve.nt-Lonat
Ve.ve.lop total he.ati.ng and/ on. coating &y&te.mA wi.th naAonabte. te.mp-
e.tatu.ie.& and vatii.ati.OYii>
Empka&Jize. the. poAA4.bi.ti.ty o^ an e.ne.igy Aho^tage. to Ati.tnu.tate. the.
uAe. o£ &otan e.ne.igy
To obtain a more graphic picture of these relationships, the
six key groups were inscribed on a construct and lines were drawn between
groups where relationships were noted. The action statement key
words and the F-probability values were written on the connecting
lines. This construct is presented in Figures 3 and 3a.
A listing of how each group differed from the other groups was
also made. This listing is presented in Appendix K. Note that a
second column of values is given next to the F-probability values.
The values in this second column are units of vector length for use
in calculating the distance of separation, between each group. The
value given is the difference between the arithmetic mean values
derived from each group's responses. For the purpose of scaling,
each difference was multiplied by 15. The vector distances were
used to plot a three-dimensional construct of the relationship
among the key groups. A perspective rendering of this construct
is displayed in Figure 4.
Concluding Statement
Comparing the groups across the first three phases.of -the
statistical "analysis, the action statements in Table 6 had the
highest rankings on both the interview and questionnaire lists and
are, therefore, regarded as the most important acceptance factors.
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Figure 3. A Relationship Construct between Key Groups for Questionnaire Action
Statements as Identified by Analysis of Variance
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GOVERNMENT
OFFICIALS
FINANCIERS
.CONSUMERS
'CONTRACTOR
ENERGY
SUPPLIERS
Letters Refer to Action Statenents
on the Action Statement Listings
for Figures—Appendix L
Nunfoers Refer to Significance
Derived From
Analysis of Variance
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Figure 3a. A Remoteness of Opinion Construct between Key Groups for Questionnaire
Action Statements as Identified by Analysis of Variance
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Table 6. Comparison Rankings of Highest Ranking Action Statements
for the Interview and for the Questionnaire
Interview Questionnaire
Rank Action Statement Rank
1 Provide more information on solar 2
energy
2 Design solar systems with long-term 1
dependability
3 Make energy consumption a critical 3
factor in house design
4 ' Make solar heating and/or cooling 4
units as available as conventional
units
5 Make houses with solar heating and/or 6
cooling systems as attractive as
nonsolar houses
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The same seven -action .statements were rated lowest by both
the interview and the questionnaire respondents although the rank
Of
orders were not the same. Low ranking statements may be considered
as those covering neutral or rejection factors. The seven from the
lowest to the highest ranking are given in Table 7.
Although two of the action statements are ranked in the middle
range, analyses from the correlations, crosstabulations , and analysis
of variance indicate that they have a strong influence on the per-
ceptions of solar-energy technology. These action statements are:
Ve.ve.top AoLctfi AyAte.mA wi.th towe.fi mai.nte.nance. and fie.pa.iti co&tb than
^ofi conve.nti.onat i>yt>te.m&
Make. the. tong-te.Jim co&t (payback) oft botafi he.at.ing and/on. coating
towe.*. than. faofi conve.ntionat t>yt>te.m&
The first phase of the statistical analysis determined that
the eight action statements of lower range importance were exactly
the same from the questionnaire and interview data. Four action
statements included in this group were found to have a significant
influence on an individual's perception of solar-energy technology
according to the crosstabulation: analysis. These four action state-
ments are :
a tax. t,ub&idy ^ofi the. uAe. oft botafi he.at^ing and/on, coot-ing
E&tabt-i&h a {,u.nd to gu.aiante.e. mortgage. toan& ^on hou.&e.£
he.ating and/oi cooLing
the. Aame. u.t-iii.ty hookup change, ^on conve.nt<Lonal. and
backup
that Ao£an. he.atj.ng and/ox, coating ^y^tnm& ane. *oc<iatty
acce.ptabte. to Weu)
The first two action statements were also revealed from analysis of
variance.
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Table 7. Comparison Rankings of Lowest Ranking Action Statements
for the Interview and for the Questionnaire
Interview Questionnaire
Rank Action Statement Rank
14 Emphasize that solar heating and/or 15
cooling systems are socially acceptable
to New Mexicans
15 Emphasize the pride in owning a solar 18
heating and/or cooling system
16 Award a tax subsidy for the use of 19
solar heating and/or cooling systems in
houses
17 Make solar heating systems that require 14
no backup systems
18 Establish the same (utility hookup charge) 16
for conventional and solar backup systems
19 Establish a fund to guarantee mortgage 20
loans for houses with solar heating and/or
cooling systems
20 Implement manpower training programs for 17
solar-related jobs
21 Emphasize that traditional heating and 21
cooling systems are outmoded
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Finally, the analysis of the questionnaire data once again
revealed the diversity of opinion which exists among key-group
members, although the groups appeared to respond in a rather predict-
able manner. The various groups also displayed some degree of
diversity, although each tended to mesh with the total response
pattern toward the solar-energy statements:.
CHAPTER VI
;. SUMMARY OF THE STUDY
Today, it is evident that energy from fossil fuels will be
available for only a limited period of time. Alternative sources
of energy must be found to supplement the deficit in the supply
of fossil fuels. Even an effective conservation program coupled
with increased domestic production and foreign imports cannot
reverse the energy shortage in the United States. As an alternative
energy source, solar energy is now gaining eminence.
Vigorous efforts to develop alternative energy technologies
are necessary in view of the rapidly expanding energy needs of the
United States. Solar energy is one untapped source for heating
and cooling buildings. The rate of its diffusion into the housing
industry is a major problem in the use of solar energy.
This study was concerned with the factors influencing the
adoption of solar heating and cooling technology in the New Mexican
housing industry. In addition, the study probed the factors which
impede the acceptance and diffusion of solar heating and cooling
technology.
The general objective of this project was to gather a data
base of information relating to the acceptability of solar-energy
technology in the New Mexican housing industry. More specifically,
the study sought (1) to describe the factors which influence the
adoption of solar-energy systems in the New Mexican housing industry;
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(2) to determine the degree of acceptability of solar-related
action statements among New Mexican consumers, architects, con-
tractors, financiers, energy suppliers, and governmental officials;
and (3) to acquaint New Mexican consumers, architects, contractors,
financiers, energy suppliers, and governmental officials with the
current attitudes toward the acceptability of solar-energy systems
in the New Mexican housing industry.
A literature search produced many factors which influence the
acceptability of solar heating and cooling systems. Among these
solar-related factors were: building and safety codes, construction
techniques, aesthetic considerations, long-term dependability,
warranty specifications, repair and maintenance specifications,
availability of trained solar technicians, temperature variations,
backup system requirements, national energy requirements, cost
considerations, solar unit availability, tax subsidies, guaranteed
mortgages, hookup charges for backup systems, the outmoded nature
of traditional systems, the social acceptability of solar systems,
the environmental acceptability of solar systems, and the availability
of information about solar systems.
An interview instrument was designed using the influential
factors identified by the search of the literature. These factors
were postulated to influence the diffusion of solar energy tech-
nology in the New Mexican housing industry. The investigators
decided to rely to a large degree on the responses from a highly
select group of people who were to be interviewed using a modified
delphi technique. Those interviewed were asked to evaluate a
series of action statements not only in terms of their ov/n personal
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perspectives but also in terms of the statewide perspectives. The
respondents were queried closely regarding the information supporting
their reactions to the action statements.
Six groups were selected for in-depth study because of their
impact on the New Mexican housing industry. The groups included
architects, consumers, contractors, energy suppliers, financiers,
and governmental officials. After careful, sample selection, five
representatives from each key group were interviewed in detail by
two well-trained interviewers.
The interview data collected by the interviewers ws.ne.scrutinized
thoroughly because of their importance in the study. Each comment
was carefully analyzed from .the standpoint of the nature of the item,
the perspective of the interviewee, and its deviation from the norms.
Twenty-three matrices were developed to illustrate the key-group
response patterns on the various action statements. From the inter-
view data, a composite picture was drawn which indicated those
factors having acceptance, neutral, and rejection influence over
the diffusion of solar-energy technology in the New Mexican housing
industry.
After thoroughly scrutinizing the interview data, the investi-
gators developed a mail questionnaire for each of the selected key
groups to determine whether or not the interview responses of each
key group were characteristic of the larger group from which they
were selected. Most of the interview items were incorporated
directly into the mail questionnaire instruments.
The mail questionnaire data were tabulated and analysed. Cross-
tabulations and Chi-square values were calculated. Cramer's V values
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were also calculated to further substantiate the significance between
key groups and action statements. Analysis of variance was performed
to determine the amount of difference in the perception of importance
and desirability by key groups on the various action statements.
An analysis of the interview data regarding solar-related
attitudes yielded two types of data: (1) the placement of the action
statements from the statewide and personal perspectives and (2) the
reasoning behind these placements.
/
The two highest ranked action statements by the interviewees
were: Make the initial cost of solar heating and/or cooling systems
comparable to conventional systems and provide more information on
solar energy. Other upper range action statements dealt with the
dependability of solar-energy systems, the making of energy consump-
tion into a critical factor in house design, and the availability
of solar heating and/or cooling units.
Transitional action statements, which were affected by the non-
solar attitudes toward aesthetics and pollution, involved making
homes with solar heating and/or cooling systems as attractive as
nonsolar houses and using solar-energy systems to reduce pollution.
Lower maintenance costs, lower long-term payback periods, and
major modifications in house construction are economic consider-
ations which fell in the middle range category. Stimulating the
use of solar energy by emphasizing the energy shortage, reasonable
temperatures and variations, strong warranties, lower repair costs,
and building codes were the other middle range factors which seem
to have a moderate impact on the diffusion of solar-energy technology,
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The action statements which according to their placement appear
to have a negative—rejection influence on the diffusion of solar-
energy technology were those dealing with social acceptability, pride
in ownership, tax subsidies, backup systems, hookup charges, guaran-
teed mortgage loans, manpower training programs, and the outmoded
nature of traditional heating and cooling systems.
Four general types of comments were expressed by the interview
respondents. These included: (1) the state of the art—how much
progress has been achieved in solar-energy development, (2) the
need for further solar-energy research and development, (3) the
attitudes toward economic factors which are specifically related
to solar-energy systems, and (4) the attitudes of a miscellaneous
nature. The latter type of attitudes included negative attitudes
toward some of the action statements, belief or disbelief in ordinar-
ily acceptable aspects of solar energy, and attitudes based on keen
insight. . .. • .
The analysis of comments revealed that each respondent brought
to the interview a set of attitudes and values, many of which
influenced his responses. Members of each interview group tended
to view the action statements in a similar manner from the state-
wide and personal perspectives, but they also often disagreed with
each other. This fact suggests that no program of technology diffu-
sion can be implemented without a thorough analysis of not only the
individual characteristics of the members of the key groups but also
the key-group characteristics as well.
Almost 300 questionnaire responses were analyzed in order to
determine (1) whether or not the responses were sufficiently related
to the interview item ratings so that valid conclusions could be made
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relative to the interview data and (2) on what action statements
there were differences of importance or desirability, how strong
were the differences in perception, with what key groups were the
differences associated, and with what other key groups did the
various key groups differ.
The data from interviews and questionnaires were found to be
extremely closely related, with a coefficient of rank correlation
of 0.88. The five highest ranking action statements from the inter-
views were found among the top six action statements from the
questionnaires. The seven lowest ranked action statements were the
same in both sets of data. Each key group was also found to have
a high correlation coefficient, although not so high as that between
the total groups because of one or two items about which a key
group sharply differed from the other key groups. Of the seven
action statements where diversity existed, only one was found in
the lists of two key groups.
Thus, architects differed with other key groups on the action
statements dealing with building codes and temperature variations.
Consumers differed with the others on the repair and maintenance
costs action statement. Contractors differed on the action state-
ments concerning a reduced payback period and backup systems for
solar-energy systems. Energy suppliers differed on the action
statement which calls for emphasizing the energy shortage. Finan-
ciers differed on the action statement concerning a reduced payback
period. Government officials differed with the other key groups on
the action statement which dealt with stressing that solar energy
is nonpolluting. From this group of seven action statements, the
three acceptance factors were:
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Change, the. bu.-iX.di.ng code.& to accommodate. hoLo.fi he.ati.ng and/ on
cooti.ng &y&te.m& i.n home.*
Ve.ve.top &otan &yt>te.m& iai,th towe.fi mai.nte.nance. and fie.pai.fi co&t* than
^ofi conve.nti.onat &y&te.mt>
Make. &otafi he.ati.ng &y&te.m& that fie.qui.fie. no backup &y&te.m&
The other four action statements in .this group were rejection factors
The data was analyzed by crosstabulation to ascertain on what
statements there were differences in perception of importance or
desirability. Both Chi-square values and Cramer's V values were
used for this purpose. Six action statements were identified with
a difference at or above the 95 percent level. Five of these state-
ments were in the lower half of the rankings, and four were in the
lower 25 percent ile, thus indicating that the influence of these
factors was strongly negative. Five of the six action statements
were repeated on a list of the items with the six highest Cramer's
V values .
The four action statements regarded as having the most negative
influence on the diffusion of solar-energy technology in the New
Mexican housing industry are:
a tax. &ub&i.dy faofi the. u&e. oft hota.fi he.ati.ng and/on. coot-ing
<in hout>e.&
E&tabt-i&h a fiund to guaftante.e. mortgage. toan& ^ofi hou&e.A wi.tk &otan
he.ati.ng and/ 'on. coot<ing
Empka&i.ze. that 'zotan. he.ati.ng and/ on. cooti.ng &y&te.m& ane. &oci.atty
acce.ptabte. to
E&tabti.&h the. Aame. u.ti.ti.ty hookup change, fa0*1 C-onve.nti.onat and &otan.
backup &y&te,m&
An analysis of variance measured approximately the same char-
acteristics as those mentioned above, but, in addition, was able to
identify the groups between which differences exist on a pairwise
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basis. Six action statements were identified where variance from
both perspectives were found to exist at or above the 95 percent
significance level. Two of these had also been identified from
the crosstabulation analysis. These two action statements are:
Ve.ve.top &otai &y&te.mt> wi.th.towe.ti m a. Ji nte.no. nee. and ne,pa<iti c.o&t& than
(Jot c.onve.nt-ional
a. tax t>u.b&-idy ^on. the. a&e. oft &otai he.at<ing and/on. coating
-in hout>e.t> .
The action statement establishing a fund to guarantee mortgage loans
was a rejection factor which ranked number 20 out of 21 items. The
other three influential factors were placed almost exactly in the
middle of the rankings. These three statements were:
botan. h&attng and/on, cooing &yi>te.mi> vo-ith UCLA enable. te.mptia-
tu.n.e.t> and vasi-i.atJ.onA
Emphatxize. thu poAA^b^ltty o& an eneigt/ Aho/itage. to At<imu.tate. the.
e.ne.tiQy
Make the. tong-te.fim (payback] ofa Aolafi ke.at4.ng and/ot coot-ing
towe,>i than ^on conve.nt-ionat
Regarding the diffusion of solar-energy technology in the New
Mexican housing industry, it is reasonable to assume that the key
groups are made of members who have individual and group-response
patterns as well as similarities to the total group. One might
say that the whole solar-technology picture is made of the parts —
but each part must be closely examined if an accurate assessment
is to be made .
Recommendat ions
The investigators recommend that:
1. The interviewer determine, if possible, the specific perspective
from which an interviewee's comment is made.
2. This study be replicated in other states.
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3. Further study be made of the differing perceptions held by
members of the six key groups.
4. Policy research be conducted based upon the findings of the
study.
5. A descriptive model be developed after additional study of the
relationships between and among the key groups and the degree
of progress that the state has made toward the diffusion of
solar-energy technology.
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APPENDIX A
INVENTORY OF STATE OF NEW MEXICO
SOLAR HEATED AND/OR COOLED HOUSES
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APPENDIX B
SENATE BILL 1, 32nd LEGISLATURE, SPECIAL SESSION,
1975 LAWS, CHAPTER 12
INTRODUCED BY SENATOR FRED A. GROSS, JR.
of the
tate of New
re
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32nd Legislature, special
LAWS 1975
CHAPTER
SENATE BILL 1, with emergency clause
Introduced by
SENATOR FRED A. GROSS, JR.
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. AN ACT
RELATING TO TAXATION; PROVIDING FOR A CREDIT AGAINST PERSONAL INCOME
TAX DUE FOR CONVERSION TO OR CONSTRUCTION OF SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM; PRO-
VIDING FOR REFUND TO TAXPAYER IF CREDIT ALLOWED EXCEEDS TAX LIABILITY;
DECLARING AN EMERGENCY. - . •
BE IT ENACTED.BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO:
Section 1. A new Section 72-15A-11.2 NMSA 1953 is enacted to .
read: . ' " . . -
"72-15A-11.2. CREDIT AGAINST PERSONAL INCOME TAX—REFUND.—
A. Any resident who files an individual New Mexico income
tax return and who is not a dependent of another taxpayer may claim a
tax credit not to exceed one thousand dollars ($1,000) in an amount
equal to twenty-five percent of the cost of equipment used in.the tax-
payer fs principal residence for solar heating, cooling or heating and
cooling if the residence is located in New Mexico. The person furnish-
ing the equipment shall furnish the taxpayer with an accounting of the
cost to the taxpayer. '
, . ' * .
B. A taxpayer may claim the credit provided by the provi-
sions of this section only once in a taxable year, and only once for a
given principal residence. . .
" • ' i
C. A taxpayer may not claim the credit provided by the pro-
visions of this section if he has claimed on his federal income tax
return a credit, deduction, exemption or exclusion for solar heating,
cooling.or heating and cooling equipment installed in his principal SB 1
Page 1
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residence.
D. A husband and wife who file separate returns for a taxable
year in which they could have filed a joint return may each claim only
one-half of the tax credit that would have been allowed on a joint
return. . *' ' -
E. For the purpose of this section, the term, "solar heating,
cooling or heating and cooling equipment" means any heating, cooling or
heating and cooling equipment which meets the definitive performance
criteria prescribed pursuant to the provisions of the Solar Heating and
i
Cooling Demonstration Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C.A. S.S.5506), or any amend-
• ' " *
ments thereto. '
 t~.
F. The credit provided by this section may only be deducted
from the taxpayer's New Mexico income tax liability for the taxable :
% >
year in which the equipment was installed in the taxpayer's residence.(. -
If the tax credit exceeds the taxpayer's income tax liability, the
excess shall b e refunded t o t h e taxpayer." • _ ' _ : '
Section 2. APPLICABILITY.—The provisions of this act apply to
taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 1975.
Section 3. EMERGENCY.—It is necessary for the public peace,
health and safety that this act take effect immediately.-— SB 1Page 2
s/ Robert E. Ferguson
Robert E. Ferguson, President
Senate
s/ Walter K. Martina?.
Walter K. Martinez, Speaker
House of Representatives
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el Juanita Pino
Juanita Pino, Chief Clerk
Senate
\
s/ Albert Romero
Albert Romero, Chief Clerk
House of Representatives
Approved by me this of , 1975,
s/ Jerry Apodaca
Jerry Apodaca, Governor
State of New Mexico
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WESTERN NEW MEXICO UNIVERSITY
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO 88061 [ OFFICE OF ECONOMIC^ •SpGIArA^JWUL^O|^REJ£ARCH
November 11, 1975
Address
Dear :
The Office of Economic, Social, and Population Research at Western
New Mexico University was recently awarded a grant from the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration to study the accept-
ability of solar heating and/or cooling systems in the New Mexico
housing industry. As part of this study, a number of New Mexicans
such as yourself will be interviewed to determine their reactions
toward solar heating and cooling systems.
You have been selected as an interview candidate. Our staff would
like to schedule an interview with you at your convenience.
Within a few days, a representative from our office will call to
determine when you will be available for an interview.
We have enclosed for your consideration a brief overview of the
status of solar energy at the present time.
Our staff looks forward to meeting with you in the near future.
Cordially yours,
OFFICE OF ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, AND POPULATION RESEARCH
Craig R. Lundahl, Ph.D., Director
lg .
Enclosure
APPENDIX D
INTERVIEW GUIDE
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NASA GRANT NSG-902
INTERVIEW GUIDE
- (Place interviewee's initials in blank on interview form.)
- Hello, I am (give interviewee your business card)
with the Office of Economic, Social, and Population Research at Western New
Mexico University in Silver City.
We are conducting a study funded by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration to determine the acceptability of solar heating and cooling
of houses in New Mexico. Through interviews with people such as yourself
we will gather information relating to the acceptability of solar heating
and cooling systems in New Mexico housing.
- Specifically, through interviews, our study seeks:
(1) to determine the degree of acceptability of solar heating and cooling
systems among New Mexican consumers, architects, contractors, financiers,
energy suppliers, and governmental officials;
(2) to describe the incentives and barriers to the adoption of solar heating
and cooling systems in New Mexico housing; and
(3) to acquaint New Mexican consumers, architects, contractors, financiers,
energy suppliers, and governmental officials with the current attitudes
toward the acceptability of solar heating and cooling systems in New
Mexico housing.
To get started may I ask you a few questions about yourself?
(Fill in demographic information sheet)
(Present the respondent with the Solar Energy Scenario and ask him to comment
on the scenario.)
- (Lay out your interview matric board and explain each response category.)
-2- . 142
Directions to be given to the respondent:
We would like you to look at a series of cards describing actions
which might influence the development of solar energy usage in
New Mexico housing. These cards are meant to stimulate discussion
on the desirability and importance of various actions regarding
solar energy in houses.' As you place these cards, please explain
your reasons for each card placement and discuss any assumptions
you are making. If the statement is not worded clearly, please
say so and I will re-word it if necessary.
Look at the cards across the top of the matrix and place each
"action" statement in the column which best describes its desir-
ability, in your opinion.
At the same time, place the card in the row which best describes
the importance of the action in the State of New Mexico. In other
words, this second judgment about the importance of the action is
independent of the desirability you think it has.
By "importance" we mean the extent to which a given action will
effect the development of solar energy usage in houses in the
State of New Mexico.
You may put as many cards as you like in each category. If you
choose not to discuss any particular action statement, please put
it under "no conment." If in the process of sorting these cards
you change your mind about an earlier card placement, please feel
free to change the position of the card.
- WHAT TO WATCH FOR DURING CARD SORTING:
No discussion. Be sure to ask questions conducive to discussion.
Force conments if necessary.
Confusion about separation of judgments.
Extreme judgments (to ask about later in the interview).
(After the respondent has completed the card sorting, leave those cards which
he judged in the extreme boxes. Remove the rest of the cards.)
Pose the following questions:
Are there other actions which should have been included?
For these actions, what would be their cost to the state?
143
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Would they be beneficial to the State?
How could they be implemented?
- Summary discussion
(In order to obtain an overview of the respondent's perception of New
Mexico's energy policy:)
Do you think, with respect to solar energy development, that the New Mexico
State Government is following an appropriate policy?
- Do you agree with them?
- Do you see them changing?
(Thank respondent for his participation and cooperation, indicating the
importance of his comments for the study. When the study is completed,
a copy of the study results will be sent to him.)
- (Write your summary of the interview.)
Interview No.
Referent's Initials _
NASA GRANT NSG-902 INTERVIEW
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Sex:
male
female
Race or Color:
Black American
Indian or Native American
Other nonwhite American
Mexican American
Other White American
Occupation:
professional, technical, and kindred workers (engineers, dentists,
teachers, etc.)
managers and administrators, except farm (sales managers, superintendents,
etc.)
sales workers (salesmen)
clerical and kindred workers (bookkeepers, secretaries, clerks, etc.)
craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers (automobile mechanics, carpenters,
etc.)
operatives, except transport (garage workers, assemblers, butchers, mine
operatives, gas station attendants, etc.)
transport equipment operatives (bus drivers, deliverymen, railroad
brakemen, etc.)
laborers, except farm (construction laborers, garbage collectors,
groundskeepers)
farmers and farm managers
farm laborers and farm foremen
service workers, except private household (maids, food service workers,
health service workers, nurses, personal service workers, protective
service workers)
private household workers (child care, cooks, maids)
other (please specify)
Marital status:
never married
married
divorced
widowed
separated
145
Age:
trader 18
18-30
31-49
50-74
75 and over
Years of school completed:
1-7 years, elementary school
completed elementary school
1-3 years high school
completed high school
1-3 years college
completed college
college graduate work
Income category:
$15,000 and over
$10,000 to $14,999
$7,000 to $9,999
$3,000 to $6,999
tinder $3,000
146
ARCHITECTS
What type of building do you most frequently design?
single family dwellings
multi-family dwellings
schools
commercial buildings
office or professional buildings
other (specify)
147
CONTRACTORS
What type of building do you most frequently design?
single family dwellings
multi-family dwellings
schools
. . conmercial buildings
office or professional buildings
other (specify)
What types of materials do you most frequently use for construction?
frame
concrete block
brick
adobe
other (specify) - .
What is the price range of the type of housing you build most frequently?
_ up to $20,000
$20,000 to $29,000
$30,000 to $39,000
$40,000 to $49,000
$50,000 and over
148
ENERGY SUPPLIERS
What kind of energy do you supply?
natural gas
L.P. gas (bottled)
oil
electricity
other (specify)
How many people does your company employ?
Does your company install heating units? Yes No
Does your company install air conditioning units? Yes No
Does your company sell heating units? Yes No
Does your company sell air conditioning units? Yes No
What is the number of units your company services each year?
Heating Air Conditioning
(Power Companies) How many meters do you supply?
Does your company contemplate an increased charge for the hookup
of a backup system for a solar heating and/or cooling installation?
Yes No ^
Does your company contemplate leasing solar heating and/or cooling systems
for houses in New Mexico? Yes No
149
FINANCIERS
What type of building do you mainly provide financing for?
single family dwellings
multi-family dwellings
schools
commercial buildings
office or professional buildings
other (specify)
150
SOLAR ENERGY
As the energy demands in the United States continue to soar, interest in solar
energy grows. Solar energy shows promise as an alternate energy source to
depletable fossil fuels on which mankind has relied for many years.
Essentially, a solar energy system transforms sunlight into heat, electricity,
or other forms of energy which can then be used to provide for various needs.
Solar energy is presently being used to heat and cool houses in many parts
of the country. More complex systems such as the conversion of collected
solar heat into mechanical and electrical energy and the direct conversion of
sunlight through solar cells into electricity have been demonstrated in proto-
type and laboratory applications. Other concepts, although technically possible
.today, await further experimentation and refinement.
If existing technological developments in solar energy were readily available
in many parts of the country, these developments could supply approximately
seventy percent of the electrical and thermal requirements for residences and
for certain types of commercial, institutional, and industrial structures.
Backup systems of conventional means would be necessary to supplement solar
systems during periods of several days of cloudy weather.
Solar energy systems offer a number of distinct advantages over conventional
fossil fuel energy systems. While fossil fuel supplies are rapidly being
depleted around the world, the sun's rays offer us a virtually inexhaustible
source of energy. Solar energy is free from foreign controls which now in-
fringe heavily on the fossil-fuel markets. In addition, solar energy is
environmentally safe; there is no degradation of land, air, and other forms
which are usually associated with the more traditional forms of energy.
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RESPONSE TO SOLAR ENERGY SCENARIO
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Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
I
N
U
vu
NC
VD D N U . VU NC
USE SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS TO REDUCE POLLUTION IN NEW MEXICO
153
Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
I
N
U
vu
NC
VD D N U VU NC
EMPHASIZE THE POSSIBILITY OF AN ENERGY SHORTAGE TO STIMULATE THE USE OF
SOLAR ENERGY
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Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
I
N
U
VU
NC
VD D N U VU NC
MAKE HOUSES WITH SOLAR HEATING AND/OR COOLING SYSTEMS AS ATTRACTIVE AS
NONSOLAR HOUSES
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Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
I
N
U
VU
NC
VD D N U VU NC
"-'
MAKE ENERGY CONSUMPTION A CRITICAL FACTOR IN HOUSE DESIGN
156
Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
I
N
U
VU
NC
YD D N U VU NC
MAKE SOLAR HEATING AND/OR COOLING UNITS AS AVAILABLE AS CONVENTIONAL UNITS
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Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
I
N
U
vu
NC
VD D N U VU NC
MAKE THE INITIAL COST OF SOLAR HEATING AND/OR COOLING SYSTEMS COMPARABLE TO
CONVENTIONAL SYSTEMS
Importance
In The
State
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Personal Desirability
VI
I
N
U
vu
NC
VD D N U VU NC
MAKE THE LONG-TERM COST (PAYBACK PERIOD) OF SOLAR HEATING AND/OR COOLING
SYSTEMS LOWER THAN FOR CONVENTIONAL SYSTEMS
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Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
I
N
U
vu
NC
VD D N U VU NC
DEVELOP SOLAR SYSTEMS WITH LOWER MAINTENANCE COSTS THAN FOR CONVENTIONAL SYSTEMS
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Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
I
N
U
VU
NC
VD D N U VU NC
DEVELOP SOLAR SYSTEMS WITH LOWER REPAIR COSTS THAN FOR CONVENTIONAL SYSTEMS
161
Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
I
N
U
vu
NC
VD D N U VU NC
AWARD A TAX SUBSIDY FOR THE USE OF SOLAR HEATING AND/OR COOLING SYSTEMS
IN HOUSES -
Importance
In The
State
162
Personal Desirability
VI
I
N
.U
VU
NC
YD D N U VU NC
ESTABLISH A FUND TO GUARANTEE MORTGAGE LOANS FOR HOUSES WITH SOLAR HEATING
AND/OR COOLING SYSTEMS
163
Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
I
N
U
vu
NC
YD D N U VU NC
ESTABLISH THE SAME UTILITY HOOKUP CHARGE FOR CONVENTIONAL AND SOLAR BACKUP
SYSTEMS
164
Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
I
N
U
vu
NC
VD D N U VU NC
DESIGN SOLAR SYSTEMS WITH LONG-TERM DEPENDABILITY
165
Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
ft
I
N
U
vu
NC
VD D N U VU NC
ISSUE STRONG WARRANTIES FOR SOLAR HEATING AND/OR COOLING SYSTEMS
166
Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
I
N
U
vu
NC
VD D N U VU NC
EMPHASIZE THE TRADITIONAL HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEMS ARE OLJT-MODED
167
Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
I
N
U
vu
NC
VD D N U VU NC
MAKE SOLAR HEATING SYSTEMS THAT REQUIRE NO BACKUP SYSTEMS
168
Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
I
N
.U
VU
NC
VD D N U VU NC
DESIGN SOLAR HEATING AND/OR COOLING SYSTEMS WITH REASONABLE TEMPERATURES
AND VARIATIONS
169
Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
I
N
U
vu
NC
VD D N U VU NC
IMPLEMENT MANPOWER TRAINING PROGRAMS FOR SOLAR-RELATED JOBS
170
Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
I
N
U
vu
NC
VD D N U VU NC
DEVELOP SOLAR HEATING AND/OR COOLING SYSTEMS WHICH DO NOT REQUIRE MAJOR
MODIFICATIONS IN HOUSE CONSTRUCTION
171
Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
I
N
U
vu
NC
VD D N U VU NC
CHANGE THE BUILDING CODES TO-ACCOMMODATE SOLAR HEATING AND/OR COOLINGSYSTEMS IN HOMES :
172
Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
I
N
U
vu
NC
VD D N U VU NC
EMPHASIZE THAT SOLAR HEATING AND/OR COOLING SYSTEMS ARE SOCIALLY ACCEPTABLE
TO HEW MEXICANS
173
Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
I
N
U
vu
NC
YD D N U VU NC
EMPHASIZE THE PRIDE IN OWNING A SOLAR HEATING AND/OR COOLING SYSTEM
174
Personal Desirability
Importance
In The
State
VI
I
N
U
vu
NC
VD D N U VU NC
PROVIDE MORE INFORMATION ON SOLAR ENERGY
1 7ciSUMMARY DISCUSSION
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SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW
APPENDIX E
INTERVIEW MATRICES
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Matrix 1. Interviewee Responses for the Action Statement:
Systems to Reduce Pollution in New Mexico
Use Solar Energy
Very
Important
Important
Importance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
ConiiBnt
K M N 0 W
U
V Y
X
L
>
Very Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable Comment
Respondent Codes Personal Desirability
Architects - ABCDE
Contractors - FGIIJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - FQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers -
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Matrix 2. Interviewee Responses for the Action Statement: Emphasize the
Possibility of an Energy Shortage to Stimulate the Use of Solar Energy
'
Very
Important
.
Important
laportance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
Comment
A E V H
K W Q T X
D S
F
G I Y J
0 R U
P
C
N
B L
M
Very Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable Comment
Respondent Codes
Architects - ABCDE
Contractors - FGHIJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers - V8D03
Personal Desirability
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Matrix 3. Interviewee Response for the Action Statement: Make Houses With Solar
Heating and/or Cooling Systems as Attractive as Nonsolar Houses
Importance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Very
Important
Important
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
Comment
A B C K N
a V (ID E
MO
a
-
-.
L
0
Very Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable Comment
Respondent Codes
Architects - ABCDE
Contractors - K2IIJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers - VSDQ3
Personal Desirability
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Matrix 4. Interviewee Responses for the Action Statement:
a Critical Factor in House Design •
Make Energy Consumption
Importance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Very
Important
• ,
Important
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
Comment
A C E G H
H K L P Q
R T
J
0
B D I F
•N M S
4 •
Very . Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable Comment
Respondent Codes
Architects - ABODE
Contractors - FGHIJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXV
Financiers - VSD03
Personal Desirability
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Matrix 5. Interviewee Responses for the Action Statement: Make Solar Heating
and/or Cooling Units as Available as Conventional Units
Importance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Very
Important
• -
Important
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Uninportant
No
Comment
A B E F H
I K M 0 Q
S T
P
R
C D G J
'
'
N
*
L
Very Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable Comment
Respondent Codes
Architects - ABCDE
Contractors - FGHIJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers - V£DQ3
Personal Desirability
Matrix 6.
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Interviewee Responses for the Action Statement: Make the Initial Cost
of Solar Heating and/or Cooling Systems Comparable to Conventional Systems
Importance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Very
Important
Important
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
Comment
a B c Q E
F G T H I
J U K M N
Y
o a o p s
W
R
D V
V L
A x a
Very Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable Comment
Respondent Codes
Architects - ABCDE
Contractors - FGHIJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers - VSD03
Personal Desirability
•. •
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Matrix 7. Interviewee Responses for the Action Statement: Make the Long-term Cost
(Payback Period) of Solar Heating and/or Cooling Systems Lower than for
Conventional Systems
Importance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Very
Important
Important
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
Garment
B E H K M
0 Q T U Y
G J e a ac
D F I L R
V
V 0 - •
•
A
N P
W
X
S
Very Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable Comment
Respondent Codes
Architects - ABCDE
Contractors - FGHIJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers - V3D03
Personal Desirability
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Matrix 8. Interviewee Responses for the Action Statement: Develop Solar Systems
with Lower Maintenance Costs than for Conventional Systems
Very
Important
• -
Important
Importance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
Comment
g K N 0
OP v oa a
LT
•
R S
M
.
Very Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable Comment
Respondent Codes
Architects - ABCDE
Contractors - FGHIJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers - VSDCH
Personal Desirability
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Matrix 9. Interviewee Responses .for the Action Statement: Develop Solar Systems
with Lower Repair Costs than for Conventional Systems
Very
Important
Important
Importance .
In the
State of . :
New Mexico
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
Comment
a K N o
p o V 3 P T
' . - •
a L R s
M
_,
. -.
Very . Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable - . Undesirable Comment
. . Respondent Codes . . Personal Desirability
Architects - ABODE
Contractors.-. PGttJ
Consumers -r' KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers -
Matrix 10.
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Interviewee Responses for the Action Statement: Award a Tax Subsidy for
the Use of Solar Heating and/or Cooling Systems in Houses
Very
Important
' •
Important
Importance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
Comment
A B F G
H K Q R
T U
e
C O I N
V X Y
0 3 J
*
EOF
a L s w
V
M
*
Very Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable Comment
Respondent Codes
Architects - ABODE
Contractors - PGHIJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers - VSDCEI
Personal Desirability
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Matrix 11. Interviewee Responses for the Action Statement: Establish a Fund to
Guarantee Mortgage Loans for Houses with Solar Heating and/or Cooling
Systems
Very
Important
Important
Importance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
Conraent
HG H K N I
O
0 3J
M
a
V
F
L
Very Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable Comment
Respondent Codes Personal Desirabilitv
Architects - ABODE
Contractors - FGHIJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers -
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Matrix 12. Interviewee Responses for the Action Statement: Establish the Same
(Utility Hookup Charge) for Conventional and Solar Backup Systems
Very
Important
• »
Important
Importance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
Comment
3 A E G H
K N
I
P Q
a
0 0 R S T
V Y
J
U
• '
M
C D
W
V
a
B
F
L
X
Very Desirable
Desirable
Neutral Undesirable Very No
Undesirable Comment
Respondent Codes
Architects - ABCDE
Contractors - FGHIJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQEST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers - V0003
Personal Desirability
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Matrix 13. Interviewee Responses for the Action Statement: Design Solar Systems
with Long-term Dependability
Importance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Very
Important
Important
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
Comment
v a a A B
C D F K N
O Q R S T
W X Y
J
-.-.
G I
0 Q E H
M P V
L U
*
-
Very Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable Comment
Respondent Codes
Architects - ABCDE
Contractors - PGHIJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers -
Personal Desirability
Matrix 14. Interviewee Responses to the Action Statement:
for Solar Heating and/or Cooling Systems
191
Issue Strong Warranties
Importance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Very
Important
Important
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
Comment
v a a A
B F K N 0
T X Y
G
•
D D C M P
S W
U
I
,
E H J L
Q V
D
R
Very Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable Comment
Respondent Codes
Architects - ABODE
Contractors - FGIIJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers - VgDCH
Personal Desirability
Matrix 15. Interviewee Responses for the Action Statement:
Heating and Cooling Systems are Out-moded
192
Enphaslze that Traditional
Very
Important
• -.
Important
Ircportance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
Comment
K O T
-.-.
E H I. V
•
e
V 0 F G Y
a
p
B
U
a c D J R
W X
N
,
A M Q S
Very Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable Comment
Respondent Codes Personal Desirability
Architects - ABCDE
Contractors - FGHIJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers - V3D03
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Matrix 16. Interviewee Responses for the Action Statement:
Systems that Require no Backup Systems
Make Solar Heating
Very
Important
Important
Importance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
Comment
D a a
M U
A
<
VC D E K
N 0 P Q W
X
J
•
HF G H
I Y
>
B
L
R S T V
Very Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable Comment
Respondent Codes Personal Desirability
Architects - ABODE
Contractors - FGHIJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers -
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Matrix 17. Interviewee Responses for the Action Statement: Design Solar Heating
and/pr Cooling Systems with (Reasonable Temperatures) and Variations
Importance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Very
Important
•
Important
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
Comment
A B K Q
T
F
7 -
C D E J
N P R
G I M
S
.
H L 0
-
Very Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable Garment
Respondent Codes
Architects - ABCDE
Contractors - FGHIJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers - VSD03
Personal Desirability
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Matrix 18. Interviewee Responses for the Action Statement:
Training Programs for Solar-Related Jobs
Implement Manpower
Importance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Very
Important
Important
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
Comment
GP Q
A B E H I
S Y
W
.
C D U
F T J R V X
Very Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable 'Comment
Respondent Codes
Architects - ABCDE
Contractors - K2HJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers - vaooa
Personal Desirability
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Matrix 19. Interviewee Responses for the Action Statement: Develop Solar Heating and/
or Cooling Systems Which do not Require Major Modifications in House
Construction
Very
Important
. Important
Importance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
Cbnrosnt
3 B K N
0
•
v e a c
E H I J O
*
G
D F L M
.
A
Very Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable Comment
Respondent Codes
Architects - ABCDE
Contractors - FGHIJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers - VSD03
Personal Desirability
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Matrix 20. Interviewee Responses for the Action Statement: Change the Building
Codes to Accomodate Solar Heating -and/or Cooling Systems in Homes
Very
Important
Important
Importance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
Comment
A P Q T U
Y
F
• - ' -
C H J W
•
G
D E I R V
X
S
B
"
Very Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable Comment
Respondent Codes Personal Desirabilitv
Architects - ABODE
Contractors - FGH1J
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQJRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers -
Matrix 21.
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Interviewee Responses for the Action Statement: Emphasize that Solar
Heating and/or Cooling Systems are Socially Acceptable to New Mexicans
Importance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Very
Important
Important
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
Comment
A B H K
P Q R
0 3 C D E
J L 0 S V
X
U
M
'
G
\
V Q F I N
T y
w
9
Very Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable Comment
Respondent Codes
Architects - ABCDE
Contractors - FGHIJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers -
Personal Desirability
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Matrix 22. Interviewee Responses for the Action Statement: Emphasize the Pride
in Owning a Solar Heating and/or Cooling System
Very
Important
• •.
Important
Importance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Neutral
Unimportant
Very
Unimportant
No
Comment
H K N
G
•
B C D E O
I
•
A J L
F
M
Very Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable Comment
Respondent Codes
Architects - ABODE
Contractors - FGHIJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers - VSDCH
Personal Desirability
' • ' • . .
 2 0
°
Matrix 23. Interviewee Responses for the Action Statement: Provide More Information
on Solar Energy
Importance
In the
State of
New Mexico
Very
Important
Important
Neutral
til import ant
Very
Unimportant
No
Comment
a A B c
E G I K
L MN O
P Q S T
W X
J
u
8D
3F R V
Y
4
V
Very Desirable Neutral Undesirable Very No
Desirable Undesirable Comment
Respondent Codes
Architects - ABCDE
Contractors - FOIIJ
Consumers - KLMNO
Energy Suppliers - PQRST
Governmental Officials - UVWXY
Financiers - V90CI3
Personal Desirability
APPENDIX F
QUESTIONNAIRE INSTRUMENTS
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BACKSIDE PAGE OF ALL KEY-GROUP QUESTIONNAIRES
Please give us some information about yourself. Place an X in
the box beside the appropriate answer for each question.
1. Your sex:
D male
D female
2. Your marital status:
D never married
D married
D divorced . ,•
D widowed
D separated
3. Your age:
D under 18
D18 to 30 ' ' ~
D 31 to 49
D 50 to 74
p 75 and over
4. Number of years of school you completed:
D 1 to 7 years elementary school
D completed elementary school
D 1 to 3 years high school
D completed high school
D 1 to 3 years college
D completed college
D college graduate work
5. Your occupational classification:
D professional, technical, and kindred workers (engineers, dentists, teachers,
etc.)
D managers and administrators, except farm (sales managers, superintend-
ents, etc.)
D sales workers (salesmen)
D clerical and kindred workers (bookkeepers, secretaries, clerks, etc.)
D craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers (automobile mechanics, carpen-
APPENDIX G
QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSE CARD AND COVER LETTER,
FOLLOW-UP LETTERS, AND QUESTIONNAIRE COVER LETTER
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSE CARD
B U S I N E S S R E P L Y E N V E L O P E
First Class Permit No. 5 Sec. 34.9 P.L.&R. SUver City, New Mexico
Office of Economic, Social and Population Research
Western New Mexico University
Silver City, New Mexico 88061
Please indicate your preference concerning participation in this im-
portant project by checking the appropriate box and indicating your name
and address.
D YES. I wish to participate; please send me the questionnaire.
D NO. I do not want to respond to a questionnaire. Please remove my
name from your mailing list.
NAME:.
STREET:
CITY, STATE:
ZIP CODE:
r n
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WESTERN NEW MEXICO UNIVERSITY
lifiiiCi»lEki.l_ -^.^-..y-. I.I-H I, - - ^ - l - i - . - - . - , „„„. .-,T—.^, >—
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO 88061 L^QJl£!£LQ£ M^QMJgTsQC^
QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSE CARD COVER LETTER
March 2, 1976
Dear Respondent:
The Office of Economic, Social, and Population Research at Western New Mexico Univer-
sity was recently awarded a grant from the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion to study the acceptability of solar heating and/or cooling systems in the New Mexico
housing industry.
Would you be willing to take approximately ten minutes of your time to complete a
very simple and brief questionnaire?
If your answer is "yes", check the box on the enclosed preaddressed, stamped postcard
and place it in the mail. You will then receive a questionnaire within a few weeks.
If your answer is "no", check that box on the enclosed preaddressed, stamped postcard
and place it in the mail. You will not receive a questionnaire nor any further cor-
respondence.
Cordially yours,
OFFICE OF ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, AND POPULATION RESEARCH
Craig R. Lundahl, Ph.D., Director
Enclosure
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n e |
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO 88061
WESTERN NEW MEXICO UNIVERSITY
^OFRCJ^JC^O^
March 15,1976
FIRST-FOLLOW-UP LETTER
Dear Respondent:
We all get a lot of mail these days. So, it's not surprising that a small request, such
as the one we sent you a couple weeks ago, could have been overlooked or misplaced.
To refresh your memory: we asked if you will be willing to take about ten minutes
of your time to complete a very important questionnaire regarding the feasibility of
using solar energy technology in New Mexico. We have enclosed a postage-paid card
so that you may indicate your willingness to participate or to_have your name removed
from our mailing list.
We hope to hear from you in the very near future.
Cordially yours,
OFFICE OF ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, AND POPULATION RESEARCH
Craig R. Lundahl, Ph.D., Director
Enclosure
• • J
• •*£
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WESTERN NEW MEXICO UNIVERSITY
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO 88061 O F F I c o c Q N O M l ^
iiW., •.„ : _*rnf -ti" ' * w"> in '?«- > •'^ •'T'--'J'''-rf*t.-^yfrtrtiil^ -Jri:- JTr7--j'' - >ViJ-i_T i : •* J^-_ "frrt» -J>-J-— ^ •^'f^t'-'-'r'-' "-"?-r'Ai".T''^ »J>tfftjtfyj^ fcrii-a '^T)MjVtfi', 1 flulhM ^»u>^ :A ^ .r wuLc&Ji _j*J .**^ n." jiu
SECOND FOLLOW-UP LETTER
March 29, 1976
#•
Dear Respondent:
We hate to keep writing you; but we have not heard from you about your willingness
to complete a ten-minute questionnaire regarding the feasibility of using solar energy
technology in New Mexico. At this time, we have heard from 80 percent of the people
we contacted. Sixty percent have agreed to help in our survey by completing a short
ten-minute questionnaire. The others have asked to have their names removed from
our mailing list.
We would like you to participate; but if you do not want to participate, we would also
like to know that. All you have to do is check the appropriate box and supply your
name on the enclosed postage-paid card.
We would appreciate you giving attention to this matter.
Cordially yours,
OFFICE OF ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, AND POPULATION RESEARCH
Craig R. Lundahl, Ph.D., Director
Enclosure
.*JZt*M.£s&R.f • ;.li'.*i*ri*Iai£".<
:| I I . R pi I Hy y h -' r] H y I
f •* f : '• <
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO 88061
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WESTERN NEW MEXICO UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND
QUESTIONNAIRE COVER LETTER
Dear Respondent:
Enclosed is the questionnaire which you agreed to complete concerning
attitudes toward solar heating and cooling systems.
The items to which you will respond are stated in terms of particular
actions which might be necessary for the widespread use of solar
heating and cooling systems. For each action statement, indicate
your personal preference by placing an X in the square on the left-
hand side scale which best indicates your personal viewpoint. On the
right-hand scale, make another X to indicate the importance of the
action from a statewide viewpoint.
When you have completed the questionnaire, please double-check to
be sure that you have placed an X on both the left- and right-hand
scales for each action statement. Then insert the questionnaire in
the preaddressed and stamped envelope and place it in the mail.
Cordially yours,
THE OFFICE OF ECONOMIC, SOCIAL, AND POPULATION RESEARCH
Craig R. Lundahl, Ph.D., Director
Enclosures
APPENDIX H
QUESTIONNAIRE ACTION STATEMENTS' ARITHMETIC MEANS,
STANDARD DEVIATIONS, NUMBER OF VALUED RESPONSES, AND
MODES BY STATEWIDE IMPORTANCE AND PERSONAL DESIRABILITY,
AND STATEWIDE IMPORTANCE-PERSONAL DESIRABILITY COMPOSITE SCORES
FOR KEY GROUPS
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APPENDIX L
ACTION STATEMENT LISTINGS FOR FIGURES
275
Action Statement Listings for Figures
Statement
Number
8
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
Action
Statement
Abbreviation*Action Statement
Use solar energy systems to reduce
pollution in New Mexico POLUT
Emphasize the possibility of an energy
shortage to stimulate the use of solar
energy STIML
Make houses with solar heating and/or
cooling systems as attractive as non-
solar houses ATRAC
Make energy consumption a critical
factor in house design CRITL
Make solar heating and/or cooling
units as available as conventional
units AVAIL
Make the long-term cost (payback period)
of solar heating and/or cooling systems
lower than for conventional systems PAYBK
Develop solar systems with lower
maintenance and repair costs than for
conventional systems REPAR
Award a tax subsidy for thie use of solar
heating and/or cooling systems TAXSB
Establish a fund to guarantee mortgage
loans for houses with solar heating
and/or cooling systems FUND
Establish the same utility hookup charge
for conventional and solar backup systems HOKUP
i
Design solar systems with long-term
dependability DEPEN
Issue strong warranties for solar heating
and/or cooling systems WARAN
Emphasize that traditional heating and
cooling systems are outmoded OUTMD
Make solar heating systems that require
no backup systems NOBAK
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Action Statement Listings for Figures (continued)
Statement
Number
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
Action
Statement
Abbreviation*Action Statement
Design solar heating and/or cooling
systems with reasonable temperatures
and variations TEMPV
Implement manpower training programs
for solar-related jobs TRAIN
Develop solar heating and/or cooling
systems which do not require major
modifications in house construction NOMOD
Change the building codes to accommo-
date solar heating and/or cooling
systems in homes CODE
Emphasize that solar heating and/or
cooling systems are socially accept-
able to New Mexicans SOCIAL
Emphasize the pride in owning a solar
heating and/or cooling system PRIDE
Provide more information on solar energy INFO
*P before the abbreviation refers to Personal Desirability
S before the abbreviation refers to Statewide Importance
APPENDIX M
ACTION STATEMENT LISTING FOR FIGURE 1
Action Statement Listing for Figure 1 . 278
Statement Number Action Statement
1. Use solar energy systems to reduce pollution in New Mexico
2. Emphasize the possibility of an energy shortage to stimulate
the use of solar energy
3. Make houses with solar heating and/or cooling systems as
attractive as nonsolar houses
4. Make energy consumption a critical factor in house design
5. Make solar heating and/or cooling units as available as
conventional units
6. Make the initial cost of solar heating and/or cooling systems
comparable to conventional systems
7. Make the long-term cost (payback period) of solar heating
and/or cooling systems lower than for conventional systems
8. Develop solar systems with lower maintenance costs than for
conventional systems
9. Develop solar systems with lower repair costs than for
conventional systems • .
10. Award a tax subsidy for the use of solar heating and/or
cooling systems in houses
11. Establish a fund to guarantee mortgage loans for houses with
solar heating and/or cooling systems
12. Establish the same utility hookup charge for conventional
and solar backup systems
13. Design solar systems with bng-term dependability
14. Issue strong warranties for solar heating and/or cooling
systems
15. Emphasize that traditional heating and cooling systems are
outmoded
16. Make solar heating systems that require no backup systems
17. Design solar heating and/or cooling systems with reasonable
temperatures and variations
18. Implement manpower training programs for solar-related jobs
19. Develop solar heating and/or cooling systems which do not
require major modifications in house construction.
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Action Statement Listing for Figure 1 (continued)
Statement Number Action Statement
20. Change the building codes to accommodate solar heating and/or
cooling systems in homes
21. Emphasize that solar heating and/or cooling sy.stems are socially
acceptable to New Mexicans
22. Emphasize the pride in owning a solar heating and/or cooling
system
23. Provide more information on solar energy
